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Abstract — Inorder
tofollow
theevolution
ofapplication
needs,
a database
management
system
iseasily
expected
toundergo
changes
involving
database
etructure
after
implementation.
Schema
evolution
concerns
theability
ofmaintaining
extant
data
inresponse
tochanges
indatabase
structure.
Schema
versionirig
enables
theuseofextensional
data
through
multiple
schema
interfaces
ascreated
by
ahietory
oftihema
changes.
However,
schema
vereioning
hasbeenconsidered
only
toalimited
extent
incurrent
literature.
Aleointhefield
oftemporal
databases,
wheress
a great
deal
ofworkhaabeen
doneconcerning
temporal
versioning
ofextensional
data,
athorough
investigation
ofschema
versioning
paper
we consider
schema
versioning
ina broader
potentialities
hasnotyetbeenmade.Inthis
perspective
andintroduce
newdesign
options
whosedistinct
semantic
properties
andfunctionalities
time
will
bediscussed.
First
ofall,
we consider
solutions
forschema
veraioning
along
transaction
butalso
along
valid
time.Moreover,
thesupport
ofschema
versioning
implies
operations
bothat
intentional
andextensional
level.
Two distinct
design
solutione
(namely
singleandmulti-pool) are
preeented
for
themanagement
ofextensional
datainasystem
supporting
schema
veraioning.
Finally,
ofvereioned
afurther
distinction
ieintroduced
todefine
synchronous
andas~nchmnous management
data
andschemata.
Theproposed
solutions
differ
intheir
eemantics
andinthepossible
operations
they
support.
Themechanisms
for
theselection
ofdata
through
aschema
version
areinmanycases
etrictly
related
totheparticular
schema
versioning
solution
adopted,
that
also
affects
thedatadefinition
and
Inparticular,
we showhowthetemporal
language
manipulation
language
atuser-interface
level.
TSQL2,originally
designed
tosupport
baaic
functionalities
oftransaction-time
schema
versioning,
can
accordingly
beextended.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An ever growing interest for data versioning capabilities continues to involve database researchers, manufacturers and practitioners. Raw data, database structures and applications are
evolving entities which require adequate support of psst, present and even future versions. In
particular, the need for supporting evolvingdatabase schemata (intensionaldata versioning)gave
rise to schema evolution and schema versioningissues. A large bibliography is now available on
these topics [10, 12]. In [13],Roddick provides an excellent survey on the state of the art. Two
application areas are especially concerned with intensional versioning: CAD/CAM applications
and temporal databases.
Temporal databases contain time-varying data [6, 8, 11, 19, 21, 22] and the interest on intentional data versioning arose aa a logicalextension of the work formerly done on extensions. Two
time dimensions are usually consideredin the frameworkof temporal databases: transaction time,
which tells when facts are logicallypresent and events occur in the database, and validtime, which
tells when facts are true and events occur in reality [6]. Transaction time can be used to roll back
the database state to a past point in time.
CAD/CAM, CIM and other engineeringapplicationsfirst put forward the requirement of managing multiple design versions. Due to application requirements, object-oriented database systems
are also mostly concerned in this field (see [11, 13]for referencesto the wide bibliography). Since
the temporal aspect of the versioning is charged to the system, the adoption of transaction time
t~ommenderj
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is easily understood. However,successive,but also parallel and even merging versionsof the same
objects are considered, giving rise to a notion of “branching”transaction time in opposition to the
“linear” model used in temporal databases.
According to the temporal dimensions they support, temporal databases can be classified as
monotemporal (transaction-or valid-time),bztempomlor snapshot [6]. Transaction-time databases
record all the versions of data inserted, deleted or updated in successivetransactions (current and
non current versions). Valid-time databases maintain the most recently created versions of data,
each relative to a distinct valid-timeinterval (current versions,formingthe present historical state).
Bitemporal databases support both transaction and valid times and thus maintain all the validtime versions recorded by successivetransactions (present and past historical states). Snapshot
DBs do not support time: they maintain only the most recently inserted (current) version. A DB
in which relations of different temporal formats (e.g. snapshot, valid-time and bitemporal) coexist
can be called multitemporal [2].
Dozens of temporal data models and languages have been proposed in the last decade. Given
this rich crop of proposals, it is worth remarking on the TSQL2 initiative: a committee formed by
academic and industrial specialists gathered in 1993 to prepare a consensual temporal extension
of the SQL standard [5]. The complete language design, also based on a consensual temporal
relational model, was released in 1994 [17, 23]. TSQL2 was also intended as a synthesis to put
into practice most of the best ideas proposed in TDB literature. Therefore, also schema versioning
support [15]was included in the design. Only schema versioningalong transaction time has so far
been considered necessary in temporal databases and consequentlyembedded in TSQL2.
At query-language level, TSQL2 is basically augmented with a new stand-alone statement for
schema version selection:
SET SCHEMA< datetime
value
expression
>

For instance, after the execution of the statement:
SET SCHEMADATE ‘1994-06-30’

only schema versionscurrent as of the end of June 1994are used to solvethe queries which follow,
until a new SET SCHEMAstatement
isexecuted.
In general, according to consensual definitionsused by the temporal database community [6],
three levels of schema support can be considered:
Schema change is provided by a system which simply allows modifications of the database
schema: neither previous intensional nor extensional data are maintained;
Schema evolution is provided by a system which allows recovery of previous extensional data
after each schema change, but does not support previous schema versions;
Schema versioning is provided by a system which allowsboth maintenance of extensional data
and management of previous schemata after schema changes.
Example 1 Let us consider an example, also valid in a traditional (i.e. snapshot) database.
Suppose an initial state as produced by the followingSQL (or TSQL2) statements:
CREATETABLEEMPLOYEE
( NAMECHAR(10)
NOT NULLPRIMARYKEY,
ADDRESSCHAR(20)
, CITYCHAR(
10)) ;
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES(
‘Brotm’
,‘King’s
Road15’,‘London’)
;
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES(
‘Rossi,‘ViaVeneto7‘,‘Rome
J)

S1

S2
S3

Statement S1 creates a new (snapshot) relation schema SV1 by inserting the corresponding information into the catalogues, and a new table EMPLOYEEinitially empty. Statements S2 and S3
insert two rows into the new table. Thus, the initial state can be depicted as follows:
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CITY

Brown King’sRoad 15 London
Rossi
Via Veneto 7
Rome

Then let us consider the followingschema change:
S4

ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
DROPCOLUMNADDRBSS;
ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
PHONE
CHAR(8)
ADD COLUMN

S5

and examine what would happen with the three levelsof schema support.
Schema Change

In a system only supporting schema changes, the effects of SAcan be depicted as follows:
NAME/ CITY I PHONE

SV2
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY,PHONE)

(erraptg)

The old information must be restored by the user, thus the information concerning employees
Brown and Rossi must be inserted (e.g. within the same transaction containing SAand S5) as new
complete rows as follows:
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES(
‘Brown]
,‘London]
,‘224466’)
;
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES
(‘Rossi,‘Rome,‘775533’)

&

S7

The final state can be represented as:
SV2

EEiE!il

1mLomE(NAmclnspHom)l
Schema Evolution
If our system supports schema evolution, the effects of schema change Sd can be represented
as follows:
SV2

Ea%!isl

1wLoyEE(NAmclmpHom)l
In this case, the contents of old columns NAME
and CITYis automatically retained after the schema
change. The new phone information can be stored with the followingstatements:
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SETPHONE=
’224466’
WHEREName=‘Brown ;
UPDATEBMPLOYEE
SETPHONE=
’775522’
WHERENeme=
‘Rossi
J

The final state can be represented as before.

Ss
S9
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Schema Versioning
Finally, if the system supports schema versioning,we assume the table EMPLOYEE
to have been
created on 1/1/1990 and the schema change Sq to be effectedon 7/1/1994. Hence, we can represent
as followsthe effects of schema change (and updates SS and S9), that is the two resulting schema
versions with their associated view on EMPLOYEE
data:
SV1 [1/1/90 - 6/30/94]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS
,CITY)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
Brown King’sRoad 15 London
Rossi
Via Veneto 7
Rome

SV2 [7/1/94 - co]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,
CITY,PHONE)

The reader should note that we are still in the presenceof snapshot data. We used snapshot data to
show that schema versioningcan be defined independently and also in absence of data versioning.
In a temporal framework, the two schema versionscan be selected by means of time (e.g. before
or after the schema change time, 7/1/1994). Therefore, an access to table EMPLOYEE
through the
TSQL2 fragment:
SET SCHEMA DATE ‘1993-01-01‘
;
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE

Slo

Sll

is effected through the schema version SV1 and retrieves the same table as before the schema
change.
An access by means of the TSQL2 statements:
SET SCHEMADATE ‘1995-01-01‘
;

S12
S13

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE

is effected through the schema version SV2 and produces the same table as in the final state of the
schema evolution case.
Moreover, old applications written before the schema change, requiring the column ADDRESS
(and not expecting to find the column PHONE),
may still work on legacy data by means of schema
version SV1. This is one of the main motivations for schema versioning. On the contrary, in a
system only supporting schema evolution, all the old applications must be rewritten even in order
❑
to work on old data.
.
Notice that, until now, we did not make any assumption or show any particular solution for
the implementation of schema versionsand, in particular, for the management of extensional data.
The TSQL2 schema versioningmechanism is based on the concept of completedschema, that
is tables are defined over the union of all attributes ever defined for them, including deleted ones.
Dropped columns are actually deactivated rather then physicallyremoved. The full contents of a
table associated with its completed schema can be retrieved with the “double asterisk” option in
the SELECTstatement as in the followingone:
SELECT** FROMEMPLOYEE

Followingour example, the results of such a query would appear as:
NAME
ADDRESS
Brown King’s Road 15
Via Veneto 7
Rossi

CITY
London
Rome

PHONE
224466
775533

In this way, no modificationsneed to be made to the data model [17,Section 22.3]. As a matter of
fact, the schema versioning support does not introduce any new level of data versioning and can
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be based on a “classical”view mechanism. In the example above, it is untrue that there are two
versions of Brown’s (or Rossi’s)data, the former associated to SV1 (and its timestamps) and the
latter to SV2: the value of the attribute CITY,for instance, cannot be different as it corresponds
to a single stored value. For each piece of information, stored in a table according to the completed
schema, there is a single line of evolution due to update activity. Different schema versionscan be
implemented in TSQL2 through view functions, that is syntactic devices acting as complex caat
operators.
In this work we investigate new design options for extended schema versioning support and
discuss the improved functionalitiesthey may provide. The rest of the paper is organized aa follows.
A list of the options and basic motivations for the new design solutions are the subject of the next
Section. Section 3 is devoted to the techniques for the management of all the proposed schema
versioning solutions, including algorithms and a comprehensive example. Section 4 illustrates
syntactic and semantic query language extensions in the environment considered. In Section 5, a
comparative discussion of the different schema versioningsolutions and conclusionscan finally be
found.
2. BACKGROUND, NEW SOLUTIONS, AND MOTIVATIONS
The temporal relational environment consideredin this paper is characterized by the following
features:
●

Extensional data are multiternporal[2], that is we consider a database in which relations of
different temporal format (snapshot, transaction-time, valid-time, bitemporal) coexist.

. All the principal ‘traditional” relational schema changes are considered, such as addition,
elimination, renaming of an attribute or of a relation, change of the domain of an attribute.
●

Since the purpose is to explain the semantics of the logicalsolutions for the management of
schema versions, we limit the discussionto changes applied to a single relationt.

●

The modification of the temporal format of extensional data is also included aa a possible
schema change [18],as it is typical of a multitemporal environment. The management of this
change is based on operations for the translation of a temporal relation from one temporal
format to another [2].

●

For the support of schema versioningat intensionallevel,in the sprit of the relational model,
the catalogues are definedand managed aa temporal relations. Therefore they are augmented
with the required temporal attributes and their tuples are timestamped.

●

For the sake of simplicity,among all the traditional relational system catalogues (on relations,
attributes, indexes, views,etc.) we consideronly the temporal extension of the two catalogues
describing the database relations and their attributes, since they are those mostly involved
in schema versioning,

2.1. Notation

We assume to deal with the same temporal data model adopted for the definition of TSQL2.
Time is assumed to be discrete and is represented by means of chronons [6]. According to the
BCDM (Bitemporal Conceptual Data Model) [7], tuples in temporal relations (data tables and
catalogues) are timestamped with temporaZelements, that is sets of chronons. Contiguous sets of
bitemporal (monotemporal) chrononscan efficientlybe represented * rectangles (intervals) within
elements.
twe d. not deal with the consequencesofschema
changes on the relationshipsandoninheritances
amongentities.
Themanagement
ofall
thepossible
schema
changes,
inparticular
those
involving
morethanonerelation
atatime,
isbeyond
thescope
ofthis
paper
andoftherelational
modelitself.
A richer
taxonomy
andstudy
onthesubject
canbefound
in[14].
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The symbol “O”is used to denote the special values INITIATIONin transaction time (i.e. the
time the system was started), and BEGINNING
in valid time (i.e. the minimum value of valid time).
The symbol “cm”is used to denote the special valuesUNTIL.CHANGED
in transaction time (which is
used to timestamp a still current fact, namely data not updated yet), and FOREVER
in valid time
(i.e. the maximum value of valid time). The symbol “now” denotes the current transaction time
and the present valid time during the same transaction. The full temporal domains (universes)
of transaction time and valid time and the bitemporal one are thus:
Ut= {o..Cm}t

Uv = {o..00}.

c?fb= {O..

co}tX {O . . m}.

If r is a tuple in a temporal relation (data table or catalogue), then ‘T(T)denotes its timestamp.
To explicitly show the temporal format of the timestamp, a subscript may be added; for instance
%(r) denotes the timestamp of the bitemporal tuple r.
●

A transaction-time
tupleis current if now c Z(r).

●

A bitemporal
tupleiscurrent if 3t E UV : (now,t) C ~b(r).

c l’hesymbol~F1F2 in&cates
the temporal
conversion
function
whichtranslates
a table
from
thetemporal
format~1 intothetemporal
formatFz [2].
2.2. Design Options

The design options for schema versioningpresented in this paper can be classifiedaccording to
the followingtaxonomy:
1. Temporal DimensionsAdopted
(a) Transaction-time schema versioning
(b) Valid-time schema versioning
(c) Bitemporal schema versioning
2. Management of Extensional Data
(a) Single-poolsolution
(b) Multi-pool solution
3. Interaction between Intentional and Extensional Versioning

(a) Synchronousmanagement
(b) Asynchronousmanagement
Such options are conceptually orthogonal even if their combinationshave to be constrained in some
cases, as diffuselydiscussed in the rest of the paper.
The motivations for the design options are introduced in the following.
2.3. TemporalDimensions Adopted
All the schema versioning proposals in current literature concern the maintainance of schema
versions along transaction time [11,12, 13]. Transaction-time schema versioning is sufficientto
correctly deal with any on-time schema change, that is schema changes effective when applied,
or with applications for which the exact time of execution of a schema change is not crucial (this
seems to be the case of most CAD/CAM applications), and it is not required in schema evolution.
On the other hand, valid-time schema versioningis made necessary by database applications
requiring retro- or pro-active schema changes. Retroactive changesare quite commonin databases,
concerning both extensional and intensional data. As valid-time databases have been introduced
in order to accommodate retroactive changes of extensional data, valid-time schema versioning is
necessary to permit also retroactive changes of intensional data. The idea of maintaining schema
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and data versions along more than a single time line was first introduced, for the same reasons,
by Ariav in [1]. For instance, retroactive changes of intensional data can be enforced by changes
in laws with retroactive effects (e.g. it could have been stated to add social security numbers to
employee records on 3/1/1996 but effectivefrom 1/1/1996) or, even more likely, they can be a
consequence of deferred updates (e.g. the addition of social security numbers can be stated and
effective from now, but the corresponding schema change will be applied to the database only
nextmonth, and thus it must be enforced retroactively). Let us consider in detail the first case
(retroactive change) with an example.

Example 2 We assume to start from the state:
SVa [1/1/90 - co]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)
l=
The followingschema and data changes:
S14

ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
ADD COLUMNSSNCHAR(12);
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SET SSN=’
123-Y44-579A’
WHEREName=
‘Brown’;
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SET SSN=’
123-X55
-468B’
WHEREName=
’Rossi

S15
s16

are applied on 3/1/1996.
If transaction-time schema versioningis adopted, the above transaction, executed on 3/1/1996,
can only be effectivefrom the moment it is executed (on-time transaction), yielding a final state
which can be represented aa follows:
SVa [1/1/90 - 2/29/96]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)

SVb [3/1/96 - cc)]
IMPLOYEE(NAME,
CITY,SSN)

Em
NAME CITY
Brown London
Rossi
Rome

SSN
123-Y44-579A
123-X55-468B

In this case, a query using the schema as of December 1995 (i.e. SVa) returns the same data as
before the schema change, that is without the attribute SSN.However,also a query using the schema
aa of January or February 1996returns the same data, as it still uses SVa. Only a query using the
schema as of March 1996 or later (i.e. SVb) returns employeedata with the SSN, conforming to
the new rules for employeerecords. Therefore, new applications requiring the SSN cannot work
on the database as of January or February 1996,even if they would be required to do so.
On the contrary, if valid-time schema versioning is adopted, the above transaction could be
explicitly made retroactive,in particular effectivefrom 1/1/1996 even if effectedon 3/1/1996. The
final state can be represented as follows:
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SVa [1/1/90 - 12/31/95]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME
.CITY)

SVb [1/1/96 - co]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,
CITY,SSN)

EEa
NAME CITY
Brown London
Rossi
Rome

SSN
123-Y44-579A
123-X55-468B

In this new case, a query using the schema as of December 1995 (i.e. SVa) returns the same
data as before the schema change, but a query using the schema as of January 1996or later (i.e.
SVb) correctly returns employeedata with the SSN. Therefore, new applications requiring the SSN
column can work on the database also as of January or February 1996.
As far as proactive changes are concerned, at an early stage of research in temporal databases,
also the necessity of future versions of stored extensional data was debated at length. In the
end, there was agreement on its necessity in order to allow the use of a temporal database for
planning activities. However,when the planning activity involvesnot only the reality represented
in the database (extensional data) but also the database structure and its representational ability
(intensional data), future schema versionsin addition to future data versions are needed. Future
schema versions, produced by proactive schema changes, are only possible with valid-time schema
versioning. One example of a planning activity involvingintentional data is proactive database
design in what-if analysis, during development or maintenance of database applications. While
solutions based on non-temporal concurrent views (e.g. hypotheticaldatabases[20]) may provide
partial support for that, an explicit management of time and of versions in time, which is often
crucial for planning, is only possible with valid-time schema versioning.
Moreover, in transaction-time schema versioning, only the last inserted version is subject to
changes: all the other schema versionsand the correspondingdata are archived and thus no longer
updatable. Valid-time schema versioningallowsthe correction of design errors in the past and the
reuse of past schema versions,since any stored schema version can be updated and assigned a new
validity, leading to an improved flexibilityand economyin the process of database maintenance.
Advanced database applications, with enhanced auditing requirements, may also need bitemporal schema versioning, when not only retro- and pro-active schema changes must be managed,
but it is also necessary to keep track of them in the database. As happens with extensional updates in bitemporal databsses, this is only possibleby means of schema versioningalong both time
dimensions. Although valid-time and bitemporal schema versioningwere not included in TSQL2
design, their motivations have been acknowledgedin [15].In the example of valid-time schema versioning above, if an application producing a report on employeesis run in February 1996 (before
the schema change is actually effected), it obviouslyproduces a report without employee social
security numbers. If the personnel department director wondered, for instance in April 1996,why
the February report does not contain SSNS, while the database valid in February does contain
them, there would be no answer derivablefrom the databsse itself (there is no way of memorizing
that the schema change was retroactive). No responsibilityfor SSN data missing from the report
can be ascribed. On the other hand, if bitemporal schemaversioningis adopted, the same question
can easily be answered. In April 1996,employeeschema and data valid in February 1996 can be
retrieved from the current database or from the database rolled back (along transaction time!) to
February 1996. In the former case the SSNcolumn would be missing and in the latter it would be
present in employeedata. Therefore, the responsibilityfor the incompletereport printed in February can now easily be ascribed to the retroactive schema change. Also catalogues can be queried
(intensional query) to exactly know when the retroactive change was effected. Such information
could be critical, for instance, for auditing companiesinvolvedin insurance and legal disputes.
In this paper we consider the distinct functionalities of schema versioning along valid time,
transaction time and along both time dimensions. The operations to be performed at the intentional and extensional level when a schema change occurs will be described in detail in Section 3.
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2.4. Management of ExtensionalData
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Fig. 1: Single-Pool andMulti-Pool
Schema
Versioning.

As far as the extensiom-daspects of schema versioningare concerned, we consider two distinct
solutions and show how each of them works in response to schema changes, queries or updates. In
the following,by the term datapool we denote a repository for extensional data. The solutions for
organization and management of data pools are defined and discussed at a logical level, without
going into physical design details. The two approacheswe considerin this paper are (see Figure 1):
●

Single-Pool Solution The data corresponding to all schema versions of a relation are
clustered together in a single data pool.

●

Multi-Pool Solution
relation [3, 16].

Distinct data pools are maintained for distinct schema versionsof a

The single-poolsolution is consistent with the proposalssketchedin [15]in [23]for schema evolution
and schema versioningalong transaction time, and is based on a straightforward implementation of
TSQL2 tables based on the completedschema. As a matter of fact, the completedschema exactly
corresponds to the structure of the singlepool, so that data connected to any schema versionscan
be stored together. In the multi-pool solution, distinct data pools are structured according to the
different corresponding schema versions.
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Although the single-pool solution (and the TSQL2 completedschema) is considerable for its
simplicity and apparent economy,it presents unavoidable drawbacks and inconsistenciesdue, for
instance, to concurrent updates effected through different schema versions, as illustrated by the
example that follows.
Example 3 Consider the relation EMPLOYEE
with the two schema versions SV1 and SV2 resulting from the example Example 1 in Section 1, and suppose the two followingtransactions are
concurrently run:
---Transaction
T1
SET SCHEMADATE ‘1993-01-01‘
;
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SET CITY=
’Liverpool’
WHERENAME=
’Brown’

and:
--- Transaction
T2
SET SCHEMADATE ‘1995-01-01‘
;
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SET CITY=
’Edinburgh
J
WHERENAME=
‘Brown’
The former transaction changes Brown’s city to Liverpool through the schema version SV1, the
latter to Edinburgh through SV2. In the multi-pool solution, as expected, a subsequent access to
Brown’s city through SV1 will return Liverpool and through SV2 Edinburgh. In the single-pool
solution, since both transactions affect a single copy of Brown’sdata stored in the only pool, the
value stored after both transactions commit, depends on which transaction ends last. If it is T1
the value will be Liverpool, Edinburgh if T2. Such a unique value will be returned by subsequent
retrievals either effected through SV1 or through SV2 (or through any other schema version).
Therefore, the adoption of the single-poolviolates to some extent (viz. with naive concurrency
control policies)the property of serializabilityof transactions. In the multi-pool indeed, the results
of transactions T1 and T2 do not depend on their commit order, because independent pools are
tiected.
Notice that the adoption of the multi-pool solution haa some impact on the data model. Distinct data pools allow separate lines of evolutionsof the same data due to update activity through
different schema versions. As a matter of fact, in the example above, we have seeminglytwo versions of Brown’s data after the executionsof T1 and T2: the former with CITYequal to Liverpool
associated to SV1 (and its timestamps), the latter with Edinburgh associated to SV2. However,
these are not “normal” data versions—aa schema version timestamps do not timestamp the connected extensional data too- but metaversions, in the same sense that a database schema is a
metarepresentation of real world entities. Schemaversionsare descriptions of the real world representation adopted in the database; they can be past, present or future, real, hypothetical or even
virtual, regardless of the temporal nature of extant data. In the example, extant data still preserve
their snapshot status, although there are two versions of Brown’s data which can be retrieved
through schema versionsrelevant at differentdates! Therefore, real world entities can be versioned
–at extensional level– via tuple timestamping but also metaversioned –at intensional level– via
schema version timestamping. In any case, the two levelsshould not be confused, particularly in
the most complex temporal framework (multi-pool schema versioning).
Further semantic differencesbetween the two solutions will be discussedlater in the paper.
2.5. Interaction betweenIntentional and Extensional Versioning
In all the examples we have mentioned so far, plain snapshot data were considered, as it was
sufficientto introduce the previous schema versioningsolutions. However,specific problems and
new options arise when we considerschemaversioningin the context of a database storing temporal
data, since we have to deal with the interaction between intensional and extensional versioning.
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This interaction leads us to the last degree of freedom in data management we propose in
this work aa design option for database schema versioning. It takes place when extensional and
intensional data are versioned along the same temporal dimension(s),and can be formalized in the
followingdistinct policies:
●

Synchronous Management.
Temporal data are always stored, retrieved and updated
through the schema versionhaving the same temporal pertinence of data, along the common
temporal dimension(s).

●

Asynchronous Management. Temporal data can be retrieved and updated through any
schema version, whosepertinence is independent of the pertinence of data, also along common
temporal dimension(s).

Let us consider in general the possible relationships between the time dimension(s) chosen
for schema versioning and for data versioningat design time. Even in a “classical”environment
(e.g. TSQL2), we may adopt transaction-time schema versioning in the presence of snapshot,
valid-, transaction-time or bitemporal tables. In our approach, since also valid-timeand bitemporal
schema versioning can be used, the range of design choices is extended to every combination
of possible extensional/intensional versionings (no versioning, along valid- or transaction-time,
bitemporal versioning). For instance, in a database where it is important to allow and keep track
of retroactive schema changes but only on-time data changes are considered, bitemporal schema
versioningand transaction-time data versioningcan be adopted. In a database where retro- or proactive schema changes are not so important but retroactive data changesare (and there is no need
for keeping track of them), the right choiceis transaction-time schema versioning and valid-time
data versioning,etc. Moreover,in a multitemporal system, the choiceof the most suitable schema
versioning option is unique for a database and affects all its tables, but the individual temporal
types of the tables may differ to fit individual requirements on extensional data changes. Thus,
for example, in a database supporting valid-time schema versioningwe can create snapshot tables
as well as bitemporal tables.
Due to the orthogonality of temporal dimensions,there cannot be any kind of semantic interaction between intensional and extensional data versioningalong differenttemporal dimensions,that
is transaction-time schema versioning does not affect valid-time data versioning and valid-time
schema versioningdoes not affect transaction-time data versioning. However,the adoption of common temporal dimensions for intensional and extensional versioning gives rise to some semantic
interactions. Consider for instance the followingcase, which is based on a perfectly “legal” use
of TSQL2. Let us assume that our TSQL2 system supports (transaction-time) schema versioning
and that EMPLOYEE
is a transaction-time relation. Hence, we may write the followingcode:
SET SCHEMADATE ‘1995-01-01‘
;
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE
WHERETRANSACTION
(EMPLOYEE)
CONTAINS
DATE‘1996-01-01‘

The SET SCHEMA
statement above is aimed to select the schemaversionas of the beginning of 1995,
thus, it rolls back the intensional database to 1/1/1995. The WHERE
clause of the query is aimed
to select the data version as of the beginning of 1996,thus, it rolls back the extensional database
to 1/1/1996. Therefore, the result of the execution of the two statements together is to bring back
the database to an inconsistent state, part of it dating to 1995and part to 1996. The correctness
of the above code would strain the semantics of transaction time that is the temporal dimension
along which a database can be rolled back to a past state of its life. Clearly, such a state must be
consistent, and the situation above-describedshould be avoided.
In conclusion, for consistency reasons, transaction-time schema and data versions must be
managed in a synchronousway,that is intensionaland extensionaldata must be stored and accessed
for synchronized values of their timestamps. However,a similar restriction does not hold in any
way for valid time, owing to its different semantics. Therefore, the management of intensional and
extensional data:
tThe tem ~~temporal
Pefiinence!>
is usedhereas a synonym ofvalidity,
which
canbereferred
toanytemporal
dimension.
Itavoids
theuseofawkward
expressions
like
valid-time
validity,
transaction-time
validity
orbitemporal
validity.
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always as~nchronousalong orthogonaltime dimensions;

●

is

●

is always synchronous along transactiontime;

●

can be synchronous or asynchronousalong valid time.

The requirements and design choices also affect subsequent database administration and usage.
For instance, if our application has also strong auditing requirements (every retro- and pro-active
change must be logged), bitemporal versioningmust be used both for schema and data versioning.
Then, the management along transaction time is synchronous;this is, besides being correct, also
desirable: the whole database can be rolled back for auditing purposes. On the other hand,
application requirements on asynchronous management can be satisfied by the presence of valid
time completely.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that synchronousmanagement implies synchronous versioning,
where the temporal pertinence of a schema version must include the temporaJ pertinence of the
corresponding data along the common temporal dimension(s). On the contrary, asynchronous
management gives rise to as~nchronous versioning, that is the temporal pertinence of a schema
version and the temporal pertinence of the correspondingdata are completely independent.

Example 4 As an example of the importance of asynchronousmanagement, considerthe following
case. We start from the database state:
Sva [1/1/90 - 00]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
SALARY
IT)

NAME SALARY
Brown 1000$ {1/1/92 .;2/31/94}
Brown 1500$
{1/1/95..00}

composed of a valid-time relation EMPLOYEE
(“T” is the valid-time attribute) with exactly one
schema version SVa (in valid-time schema versioning)and two tuples representing Brown’ssalary
history. We assume then a schema change adding the column DEPTto EMPLOYEE,
valid from
1/1/1994 (the exact syntax for such schema change cannot be given in TSQL2, which must be
extended as shown in Section 3). We also assume that the same transaction, by means of the
newly created schema version, stores the fact that employee Brown has always worked for the
Sales department. If synchronous management is adopted, then the effect of the change can be
represented as
SVct [1/1/90 - 12/31/93]
~EMPLOYEE(NAME,
SALARYIT)

NAMEI SALARY
I
Brown I 1000$ I {1/1/92 .~2/31/93}

Svp [1/1/94 - 00]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
SALARY,DEPT
iT)

NAME SALARYDEPT
Brown 1000$ Sales {1/1/94 .;2/31/94}
{1/1/95..00}
Brown 1500$ Sales

We can observe that it has not been possible to store the department information for the period
1992-1993,since Brown’s data concerning that period are connected to the old schema version
without the DEPTattribute. Furthermore, special applications using both schema versionsmust be
written anew even to reconstruct the complete history, from 1990to now, of old data (without the
DEPTattribute), because it is “split” in synchronicitywith the two schema versions.
If asynchronous management is in fact adopted, the effectof the change can be represented as:
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SVa [1/1/90 - 12/31/93]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
SALARYi
T)

NAME SALARY
Brown 1000$ {1/1/92 .;2/31/94}
Brown 1500$
{1/1/95..m}

SVB [1/1/94 - m]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
SALARY
,DEPTIT)

NAME SALARYDEPT
Brown 1000$ Sales {1/1/92..;2/31/94}
Brown 1500$ Sales
{111195..CQ)

1

.,J

>

I

In this case, the complete history ofemployee data is maintained for each schema version. Old
applications may still work on old data producing the same results as before, and new applications
•1
can be written to work on new data including the DEPTinformation.
However, the exact results of schema and data changes in the presence of (asynchronous
management is also affected by the implementation of tables via single-or multi-pools. Such issue
will be further illustrated in Section 3 and discussedin Section 5.
Finally, it can be noticed that the concept of asynchronousmanagement extends the functionalities of previous proposals. In the schema versioning approaches proposed for object-oriented
systems, data objects are normally only visible (and updatable) through the schema version they
belong to, that is the one in which they were created [9, 11]. More flexibilityhas then been added
by proposals in the temporal database field, starting from [1]. In [13],Roddick recently introduced
a distinction between partial and full schema versioning. In the former approach, data can be
accessed via any schema versionsbut only updated through one designated (normally the current)
schema version. In the latter, any schema version can be used for both data access and modification. Our approach reconsiders such concepts in the perspective of (asynchronous management,
constraining with consistency the full schema versioning in transaction time and leaving other
choicesas design options.
3. MANAGEMENT OF SCHEMA VERSIONING
In this section we consider transaction-time, valid-timeand bitemporal schema versioning,and
describe, at a logical level, mechanismsfor their support and management.
System catalogues are assumed to be in a slightly simplifiedformat with respect to the SQL-92
standard [5]. We also assume system-definedidentifiersto be used for time-invariant identification
of database objects (namely tables, columns, domains, etc.).
The TABLEScatalogue stores information on relations in a database. The COLUMNS
catalogue
stores detailed information on relation columns. The TABLES
and the COLUMNS
catalogues together
define the relation schemata:
TABLES(TABLE-ID,
TABLE-NAME,
TABLE-TYPE)
COLUMNS(TABLE-ID,
COLUMNJW4E,
DOMAIN-ID
...
)

The DOt4AIN.ID
can be seen as a pointer to another catalogue (e.g. DOMAINS),
where detailed
information on column domains can be found. Further attributes (e.g. ORDINAL-POSITION,
COLUMNDEFAULT,
IS-IWLLABLE)
may usually be present. For instance, the schema SV1 of the
relation EMPLOYEE
in Example 1 can be stored in SQL-92 catalogues as:
TABLE-ID
I TABLEJJAME TABLE-TYPE
I EMPLOYEE ] BASETABLE
T1
DOMAIN-ID
TABLE.IDCOLUMNJUME
D1
NAME
T1
D2
ADDRESS
T1
D3
CITY
T1
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In TSQL2, such catalogues are enlarged as follows:
TABLES(TABLE.ID, TABLEJfAME,
TABLE.TYPE,VALID-TIME,TRANSACTION-TIME
I T)

coLr.nfNs
(TABLE-ID,
COLUMNJJAME,
DOMAINJD. . .

I T)

The attributes VALID.TIME(whose possible values are STATE, EVENT or NONE) and
TRANSACTION-TIME
(whose possible values are STATE or NONE) have been added to define the
temporal type of a table. Furthermore, a transaction-time attribute (T) haa been added to both
catalogues to defineand manage schemaversions(they actually becometransaction-time relations).
The pair formed by a TABLE-ID
and a timestamp uniquely identifiesthe information concerning a
schema version of the corresponding table in the catalogues.
For instance, the schema versions SVa and SV/3of relation EMPLOYEE
used in Example 4 can
be stored in TSQL2 catalogues aa shown in the following:
TABLE-ID
] TABLEJJAME TABLE-TYPEIVALID-TIME
ITRANSACTION-TIME

T2

I EMPLOYEE I BASETABLE I

STATE I

NONE

I {l/l/:O..m}

TABLE-ID COLUMNJIAMEDOMAIN-ID
T2
NAME
D1
{l/l/;O..m}
D4
{1/1/90..m}
T2
SALARY

T2

DEPT

D5

{1/1/94..m}

Notice that schema versionsare “distributed” among severalcatalogue tuples, and catalogue tuples
may in turn represent pieces of different schema versions. For instance, the first two tuples in
catalogue COLUMNS
represent pieces of both schema versions, while the last catalogue tuple only
belongs to SVfi.
In our proposal, catalogues may be time-stamped either with transaction-time, valid-time, or
bitemporal elements, according to the temporal dimensionschosen for schema versioning. For the
sake of simplicity, unlike TSQL2, we do not consider (valid-time) event tables [6].
Therefore, the
two catalogue attributes VALID.TIME
and TRANSACTION-TIME
can be replaced by a single attribute
TEMPORAL.TYPE,
whose possible values are transaction,valid or bitemporal.However,event tables
and corresponding schema changes (e.g. turning an event table into a state table and vice versa)
could easily be accommodated in our model via suitable temporal conversionfunctions. Moreover,
the definition of catalogues is different if extensional data management is based on the single- or
on the multi-pool, as detailed in the following.
Multi-Pool Catalogues

In this case, the catalogues can be defined as follows:
I TABLES(TABLE-ID, POOL-ID,TABLEJJAME,
TABLE-TYPE,
TENPORAL-TYPE
I T)

ICOLUMNS(TABLE-ID,
COLUMNltAME,
DOMAIN-ID
... I T)

Each schema version (identifiedby a TABLE.IDand a timestamp T) is associated to a specificdata
pool (identifiedby a POOL_ID)
in the catalogueTABLES.
The detailed structure of individual schema
versions is then defined by the catalogue COLUMNS.
Single-Pool Catalogues

In this case, two pairs of catalogues can be used. The first pair:
I TABLES
(TABLE-ID,
TABLE4AME,
TABLE-TYPE,
TEMPORAL-TYPE
I T)
I COLUMNS
(TABLE-ID.
COLUMNJAME,
DOMAIN-ID
... I T) 1
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defines
thestructure
ofindividual
schemaversions
oftherelations.
The secondpair:
[POOLS(TABLE.ID,
POOL-ID,
TENPORAL-TYPE)
IPOOL-COLUNNS
(TABLE-ID,
COLUMNJAME,
DOMAIN-ID
...
)1

defines the current structure of each single-pool (completed schema). While the first pair is made
up of temporal catalogues, the second pair is made up of snapshot catalogues.
The POOLSand POOL-COLUMNS
catalogues definethe storage structure of data in the single-pool
associated to a given relation, whereas the TABLES
and COLUMNS
catalogues define the views which
map the single-pool data into each schema version of the relation. The TEMPORAL.TYPE
attribute
in catalogue POOLSrepresents the union of the temporal dimensions associated to every schema
version of the relation.
In the followingthree subsections on transaction-time, valid-time and bitemporal schema versioning, we present the schema and data management techniques necessary to implement our
schema versioningsolutions with zdlthe design options described in Section 2. Their actions on intentional and extensional data in responseto a schema change are illustrated by means of symbolic
examples (dealing with schema versionsand pools) and formalizedby means of low-levelalgorithms
(dealing with tuples in catalogues and data pools). In all the examples, we also consider the same
sequence of schema changes in order to show their different effects in the different cases.
Example 5 The sample sequence consists of the followingtransactions:
●

TRI - schema change- on-time transaction - committed on 1983/1/1 - effectivefrom 1983/1/1
to 1985/12/31: creation of the transaction-timetable EMPLOYEE
with columnsNAME,
ADDRESS,
CITY;

●

TR2 - data change - on-time transaction - committed on 1984/1/1: insertion of the tuple
“(Blanc, BD St Michel 87, Paris)” into table EMPLOYEE;

●

TR3 - schema change - retroactive transaction - committed on 1985/1/1 - effective from
1983/1/1 to 1985/12/31: elimination of column ADDRESS
from the table EMPLOYEE
(the transaction modifiesthe previous schema version without ahering its validity);

●

TR4 - data change - on-time transaction - committed on 1986/1/1: update of the CITY
attribute (set to Bruxelles) in Blanc’s data stored in the table EMPLOYEE;

●

TR5 - schema change - proactive transaction - committed on 1987/1/1 - effective from
1988/1/1: addition o~column PHONE
to the table EMPLOYEE.

Notice that extensional changes, namely transactions TRz and TR4, are obviouslyeffectedthrough
(mandatory) on-time transactions, aa EMPLOYEE
is a transaction-time table. Intensional changes
that are not defined on-time in the above list, namely transactions TRs and TR5, can actually
be effected as retro-/pro-active schema changes only if valid time is a time dimension included in
schema versioning. If transaction-time schema versioningis adopted, they can only be executed
as on-time transactions (effectivefrom their commit time), thus violating the correct semantics of
their specificationsin the description above. For instance, in transaction-time schema versioning,
transaction TRs should be effectivefrom 1983to 1986 according to the specification, but it will
❑
actually be effectivefrom 1985on, due to the limited capabilities of the system.
Example 5 will be continued in the subsectionswhichfollowwith the alternatives from Example
5.1 to Example 5.8.
3.1. llansaction-Time Schema Versioning
In transaction-time schema versioning, a schema change always concerns the current schema
version, owing to the definition of transaction time. Therefore, no SET SCHEMA
statement can be
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used before a schema change to select the schema versionto be modified. The default transactiontime value set for schema selectionby the last executed SET SCHEMA
statement is ignored. Moreover,
no time pertinence for the new schema versioncan be suppliedby the user: the implicit transactiontime pertinence of a schema change is always [NOW- UNTIL-CHANGED].
The TSQL2 CREATE and
ALTER statements
can thusbe usedwithoutmodifications.
Moreover,
ifextensional
dataalso
contain
transaction
time,themanagementcanonlybe synchronous.

3.1.1. Intentional Management

Transaction time schema versioning requires the simplest management of intensional data in
response to schema changes. Only current schema versions can be tiected by a schema change,
need to be archived and replaced by a new current schema version, obtained by the old one by
applying the required changes.
Example 5.1 Consider the sequence of schema changes (Example 5) introduced in Section 5.
Obviously,with transaction-time schema versioningwe cannot effect retro- or pro-active changes.
Therefore, transactions TR1, TR3 and TR5 will be effectivefrom the time they are committed,
Transaction TR1 can be expressed in TSQL2 as follows:
TR1

CREATETABLEEMPLOYEE
( NAME
cHAR(zO)
,
ADDRESSCHAR(30),
CITY CHAR(20) )
AS TRANSACTION

Its effects on system catalogues can be represented as follows:
o....................83

Svl

co
/
Transaction Time

SV1 [1/1/83 - co]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS
,CITY)

The figure displays the positioning on the transaction-time axis and the symbolic content of the
newly created schema version SV1. llansaction TRs can be written as:
TR3

ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
DROPCOLUMNADDRESS

It affectsthe current schema version SV1, archivesit by limitingits time pertinence to 12/31/84 (cf.
TR3 is executed on 1/1/85, and we assume for simplicitya time granularity of a day), and replaces
it by a new schema version SVZwithout the ADDRESS
attribute. The result can be displayed as:
o....................

co
Transaction Time

SV1 [1/1/83 - 12/31/84]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,
ADDRESS,
CITY)

SVZ[1/1/85 - co]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,
CITY)
In a similar way, the last transaction (Z’R5),executed on 1/1/87 and expressed as:
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ADD COLUMNPHONSCHAR(20)
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TR5

produces the final state:
o...................83
.

8$
SVJ.

SV2

87
I

Svs

00
E
Transaction Time

SVI [1/1/83 - 12/31/84]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,ADDRESS,
CITY)1
SVZ [1/1/85 - 12/31/86]

EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)
SV3 [1/1/87- cm]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY,
PHONE)

❑

We introduce now the algorithm required for catalogue management. When, after a schema
change, a new (current) schema version is produced and the previous one is archived, this is
accomplished through an update of the catalogues TABLESand COLUMNS
involving the current
tuples concerning the table modified. In the case of single-pool, also the catalogues POOLSand
POOL.COLUMNS.
need to be modified, if the schema change enlarges the completedschema. Their
management is effected as follows:
Algorithm

1

●

Let SVn be the current

schema version to be modified; SVn is determined
as the set of tuples r concerning the modified relation such that now c Z(r)
(SV. is empty if the schema change is a CREATE
TABLE)

●

Let svn+l be the new schema version.

SVn+l is obtained from SV. and from
the schema change statement, by applying the required modifications
(SV.+1 is empty if the schema change is a DROPTA13LE)

– Creation of the new schema version
for each tuple r E SVn+l, set
~(r) := {now..oo}tand insert r in the catalogues
– Archiving of the old schema version
for each tuple r E SVn, update r in the catalogues by setting
Z(r) := Z(r)\ {now..co}~
If Single-Pool:
●

Let SV~ be the current completed schema before the change; SV~ is determined
as the set of tuples T concerning the modified relation in the pool catalogues

. Let SVn*+lbe the new completedschema; SVn*+lis obtained from sVn* ad from the
schema change only considering the modifications which enlarge the schema
– Insertion of new pool information
for each tuple r e SVJ+l \ SV~, store it in the Pool catalogues
Notice that SVn and SVn+l are alwayssubsets of tuples from the cataloguesTABLES
and COLUMNS,
whereas, in the single-pool, SV; and SVJ+l are subsets of tuples from the cat~ogues pOOLSand
POOL-COLUMNS.
As far as extensional management is concerned, let us now describe the (synchronous) singleand multi-pool.
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3.1.2. ExtensionalManagement: Single-PoolSolution (Synchronous)

A single-pool consists of a repository where all the extensional data, concerning every schema
version, of a given relation are stored together. The single-pool is formatted according to the
compZetedschema of the relation. The completedschema includes all the attributes incrementally
defined by successiveschema changes. If a schema change is destructive (namely the drop of an
attribute, the drop of a temporal dimension or the restriction of a domain) the change does not
tiect the completed schema and, thus, the single-pool.It only affects intensional data.
If the change of a domain produces a new domain incompatible with the old one (e.g. when
changing an attribute CODEfromnumerictoalphabetic),
twoattributes
mustbe maintained
inthe
single-pool,
withthesame name asseenby theuser,
butcorresponding
todifferent
domainsand
belonging
todifferent
schemaversions
w+recorded
inthecatalogues,
Sincethechangeoftemporal
formatisalsoallowed,
ifa schemachangeaddsnew temporal
dimensions,
thewholedatapool
must be converted
totheenlarged
temporal
format,
usingthetemporal
conversion
maps defined
in [2],
as already
shown in[3].
The conversion
ofthesingle-pool
tothecurrent
structure
ofthe
schema requires the introduction of null values, unless a default value is specified. For
completed

instance, if an attribute is added, the data of every schema version acquire that attribute which is
initialized with null valuest. However,null values introduced in current tuples are expected to be
replaced by significant values by upcoming updates, whereas null values introduced to fill added
columns in archived tuples cannot be changed and, thus, represent storage space waste.
From a practical viewpoint, with this schema versioningsolution, if the schema change enlarges
the overall single-pool format, all the tuples of the current data pool must be converted to the
enlarged format. Moreover,if the changeadds a missingtemporal dimensionto the pool, a suitable
temporal conversionfunction must also be applied. In general, if Fn and Fn+l denote the temporal
format of the single-pool before and after the schema change, respectively, then Fn+l can be
obtained from F~ and from the schema change according to Table 1. The temporal conversion
function MFmp=+lcan then be applied to convert the temporal format of the data pool.
Previous format

Added dimension
‘v
t

N~A

N/A
N/A

N~A

t

b

b

N~A

t

b

b

N/A

t

t
b

s

v

Dropped dimension
N/A
N/A

Table 1: The New TemporalFormat Fn+l in the Single-Pool.

In Table 1, the symbols s, v, t and b stand for snapshot, valid-, transaction-time and bitemporal,
respectively. The “N/A” (not available)entry reminds the reader that it is not possible to drop a
temporal dimension not already present in a table, nor to add one already present. In those cases,
the ALTERTABLEstatement execution raises an error exception ending up the transaction abort.
Example 5.2 Considering Example 5 of Section 5, the effects of the transactions from TR1 to
TR5 can be represented as follows. Initially, TR1 creates an empty data pool with the structure:
DP1

NAME I ADDRESS \ CITY I T

Transaction TR2, executed on 1/1/1984 can be expressed as:
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES(
‘Blanc’
,‘BDSt Michel 87’, ‘Paris)

TR2

tThe same~seof null values is expected in the pltin SQL-92schemachangemechanism
and,thus,no special
semanticsactuallyneedsto bedefined.However,
a moresophisticated
discussion
on the meaningofnullvaluesin
the presenceofschemaversioning
canbefoundin [13].
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and starts to populate 111’1as follows:
DP1

NAME I ADDRESS
I CITY I
Blanc I BD St Michel 87 \ Paris I {1/1/~4..oo}

The schema change TRs, which is a column drop, does not affect the single-pool structure and
contents. The data change TR4, executed on 1/1/86, can be expressed as:
UPDATEEMPLOYEE
SET City= ’Bruxelles
WHEflE
Name=‘Blanc

T&

and has the followingeffects on the data pool:
DP1

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

ADDRESS
BD St Michel 87
Null

CITY
Paris
{1/1/84.;2/31/85}
Bruxelles
{1/1/86..cc)}

In the new tuple, the address value is null, because the statement T& modifies the version of
Blanc’sdata current as of 1/1/86, which do not have the ADDRESS
column (the tuple to be modified
is retrieved from the data pool through schema version SV2).
llansaction TR5 actually modifiesthe single pool, since it enlarges the completedschema, as
follows:
DP2

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

ADDRESS
BD St Michel 87
Null

CITY
PHONE
Paris
Null
Bruxelles
Null

{1/1/84. t2/31/85}
{1/1/86..00}

However, it should be noted that the single-poolmodification does not tiect past data and
thus the semantics of transaction time is preserved. For example, the first tuple stored in DP2 in
a format formally containing attribute PHONE
can only be retrieved through SV1, which “hides”
PHONE.
We formalize now the algorithms to be used for extensionaldata management. Let DPn be the
current single-pool,associated with the current completedschema version SVJ, before the schema
change. The conversion of the single-poolcan be described as the creation of a new single-pool
DPn+l, in which extensional data from DP. are stored after conversion,followedby the deletion
of DPn. Obviously, if SVJ+l = SVJ (e.g. when there are only column drops), there is no need
to create a new pool identical to the old one. In this case the old pool DPn is left untouched.
Otherwise, if SV#+l # SV~, a new pool DPn+l is created and the algorithm for the conversion
consists of the followingsteps:
Algorithm

2

●

InitializeDP~+l according to SV~+l

●

For each tuple r c DPn, consider the conversion from SV~ to SV~+l

– for added columns:

add nev attributes

– for enlarged domains:

padded with nulls

convert attribute

– for added time dimensions:

values to the enlarged format

apply the conversion map MF.

— store T in DPn+l

. Delete DPn
●

Store the pointer

to DPn+l in cataloguee

(SV~+l)

Fn+l
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Ezten8ional Management: Multi-PoolSolution IS~nchronous)

In this case, one separate data pool, even if archived, is maintained for each transaction-time
schema version.
If the schema change involvesthe addition or elimination of a temporal dimension, the appropriate temporal conversionfunction must also be applied. If F. denotes the temporal forrn~t of
the old current data pool, the format of the new data pool, Fn+l, can be obtained from Fn and
from the schema change according to Table 2. Notice that Table 2 differsfrom Table 1 only in the
Previous format

Added dimension
‘v
t

s

N;A

v
t

b

b

N/A

Dropped dimension

t
b

N;A

N/A
N/A

N;A

N;A
N/A
s

t

v

Table 2: The New TemporalFormatFn+l in the Multi-Pool

case of dropped dimensions. The temporal conversionfunction A4F.F.+1can be applied to convert
the temporal format of the new data pool.
Example 5.3 Considering Example 5 of Section 5, the effects of the transactions from TR1 to
TR5 can be represented as follows. As in the single-poolcase, TR1 creates an empty data pool
DP1 which is initially populated by the insertion in transaction TR2:
‘P1

NAME I ADDRESS
T
I CITY I
Blanc I BD St Michel87 I Paris I [1/1/84 ..ool

The schema change TR3 creates a new data pool DP2 as follows:
‘P1

CITY
NAME
ADDRESS
Blanc ~BD St Michel 87 ~ Paris ~ {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}

‘P2

NAME I CITY I
Blanc I Paris ] {1/1/t5..co}

Notice that extensional data are “split” along the time dimension into the two pools, due to the
mandatory synchronous management (both data and schemata are versioned along transaction
time). Transaction TRiI only affects pool DPz (which is the current one) as follows:
‘P1

NAME
Blanc

NAME
DP2 Blanc
Blanc

ADDRESS
I CITY I
BD St Michel 87 I Paris I {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}
CITY
{1/1/85 .t2/31/85}
Paris
Bruxelles
41/1/86..00)

Transaction TR5 creates
a third
datapool:
‘P1

NAME
ADDRESS
I CITY I
Blanc ~BD St Michel 87 I Paris I {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}

NAME
DPP Blanc
Blanc

CITY
Paris
Bruxelles

{1/1/85 .t2/31/85}
{1/1/86..12/31/86}
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NAME I CITY I PHONE
Blanc I Bruxelles I Null ~ {1/1/:7..m}

❑

We introduce now the management algorithm. Let DP. be the data pool associated with
the current schema verion SVn. The schema versioningrequires the creation of a new data pool,
DPn+l, to be associated with the new schema version SVn+l. Extensional data are copied from
DPn to DPn+l after the required conversion.
Unlike the single-poolsolution, DPn must be retained after the schema change. However,since
the management must also be synchronous,if data in the old and/or in the new data pool contain
transaction time, their timestamps must accordinglybe partitioned.
The pool management algorithm can be briefly described as follows.
Algorithm 3
●

Initialize

DP~+l according to SV~+l

●

For each tuple r c DP~, considerthe conversionfrom SVn to SVn+l
— for added columns: add new attributespaddedwith nulls
— for enlargeddomains: convertattributevaluesto the enlargedformat
— for droppedcolumns: eliminatethe old attributes
— for restricteddomains: convertthe attributevaluesto the restricted
format

— for changed time dimensions:
— store r in DP~+l
●

For each tuple r c DP~
— if Fn = t:
— if F. = b:

●

set ~(r):= Z(r)\ {now,
oo}t
set

~b(~)

:=

%(~)

\

{now,~}t

x

~V

For each tuple r E DPn+l
— if
(if
— if
(if

●

apply the conversion map MFn Fn+l

set z(r) := Z(r) n {now,oo}t
Z(r) = 0 then delete ~ from the data POOIJ

F*+l =t:

Fn+l = b:

set ~b(~) := ~b(~)n {now,Oo}t x UqJ

%(r) = @then delete ?’ from the data pool)

Store the pointer

to DPn+l in catalogues

(SV~+l)

3.2. Valid-TimeSchema Versioning
In valid-time schema versioning, a new VALIDclause is introduced in the DDL statements in
order to allow the user to specify the validity of the schema change, enabling retro- and proactive changes. Moreover, wearenot limited tomodify the last created schema version as with
transaction time. By means of a SET SCHEMA
statement preceding the schema change, we may
select any schema version for modification.
The solution proposed for valid-timeschema versioningis described in the following.In Section
3.2.1 we describe the management of intensionaldata. In Section 3.2.2 and Section 3.2.3 we present
the single- and the multi-pool solutions for the management of extensiomd data.
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3.2.1. Intentional Management
With valid-time schema versioning,a schema change creates a new schema version by applying
the desired changes to the schema versionselected for modificationvia the SET SCHEMA
statement,
The new version is assigned the validity of the schema change, Previous schema versions completely overlapped by the change validity are deleted and previous schema versionswhich are only
partially overlapped in validity by the schema change have their validity accordingly restricted.
The semantics adopted for the modification of valid-time schema versions is consistent at intentional level with the semantics of the modificationof extensional data versionsdefined for TSQL2
(UPDATE
statement).
Example 5.4 Reconsider now the example sequenceof schema changes (Example 5) introduced
in Section 5. With valid-time schema versioning, retro- and pro-active changes can actually be
effected. Transaction TR1 can be expressed in TSQL2 as follows:
CRRATETABLEEMPLOYEE
KEY, ADDRESS
CHAR(30), CITY CHAR(20) )
( NAMECHAR(20) NOTNUU PRIMARY
AS TRANSACTION
VALIDPERIOD‘ [1983-01-01

TR1

- 198S-12-31] ‘

Its effects on system catalogues can be represented RSfollows:
o....................83

86

. . . . . . .

. . .

. . . . .,

. .,

..00...,

m
Valid Time

. . . . . .

Svl

. . .

. .

SV1 [1/1/83 - 12/31/85]
EMPLOYEE
(NAHE,
ADDRESS
,CITY) I

The schema change in TR3 can then be expressed as:
SET SCHEMA
DATE‘ i984-Ot-01’
ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
DROPCOLUMN
ADDRESS

TR3

;

The SET SCHEMA
statement ensures that the schema version to be selected for modification is the
one valid on 1/1/84, that is SVI. It can be noticed that the ALTERstatement above does not
contain a VALIDclause, since in the example it does not alter the validity of the modified schema
version (from the beginning of 1983to the end of 1985).
The result is:
86...................................... 00
o....................83
SV2
Valid Time
SVZ [1/1/83 - 12/31/85]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)

Notice that the new schema version SVZcompletely substitutes the old one SV1, since it has the
same validity. Transaction TR5 can be expressed RS:
TR5

SET SCHEMA
DATE ‘1984-01-01
‘;
ALTERTABLEEMPLOYEE
ADDCOLUMN
PHONECHAR(20)
VALIDPERIOD‘ [1988-01-01

- forever]

and produces the result:
o....................83

86...................88

SV2

00

SV3

Valid Time
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SVZ [1/1/83 - 12/31/85]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)

SV3 [1/1/88 - co]
I EMPLOYEE(NAME,
CITY,PHONE)
When a schema change is applied, a new schema version is produced and several old schema
versions may be deleted or have their timestamps restricted, in order not to overlap the validity
of the new schema version. This is accomplishedthrough an update of the catalogues containing
the tuples concerning the table modified. Their management can be effected as described in the
followingalgorithm. Notice that with valid-time schema versioning,in the case of single pool, the
completedschema of a relation can also shrink. This happens after a schema change that drops a
column or restricts a domain in all the schema versionscurrently defined for the relation.
Algorithm 4
●

Let Svk be the schema version to be modified.

It is determined as the
schema version currently in use for the relation to be modified
(empty if the schema change 1s a CREATETABLE)

●

Let 7V(SC) be the validity of the schema change.
If there is no explicit VALIDclause in the schema change,
then it equals the validity of the schema version to be modified,
computed as Tti(SC) =fl,esv~~v(r)

●

Let SV.+l be the new schema version to be inserted.
SVm+l is obtained from svk and from the schema change statement,
by applying the required modifications
(empty if the schema chsnge is a DROPTABLE)

●

●

Creation of the New Schema Version
for each tuple rGSVn+l set Tv(r) :=Z(SC)

and insert

r in the catalogues

Affected Schema Versions
for each schemaversionSV~ concerningthe modifiedrelationsuch that
‘Ttt(SVi)fl’K~(SC)# 0, then for each cataloguetuple TGSU
– update r in the cataloguesby setting~v(r):EZ(T)\7t(SC)
(if ~W(~)D@ then deleter from the catalogues)

IfSingle-Pool:
●

Let SV~ be the current completedschema beforethe change;
SV~ is determined as the set of tuples r concerning the modified relation

the pool catalogues
●

in

before the change.

Let SV~+l be the new completedschema after the change;
SV#+l is obtainedfrom SV~ and from the schemachange,
taking into accountthe modificationswhich enlargethe schema,
or the modificationswhich restrictit if no resultingschemaversionstill
containsthe droppedattributeor time dimensionafter the change
– Eliminationof ObsoletePool Information
deleteit from the pool catalogues
for each tuple rEsV’~\ST’’~+l,
– InsertionofNew Pool Information
store it in the pOOl catalogues
for each tuple r~fW~+l\SV~,

As for transaction-time schema versioning,notice that SV~and SV~+lare alwayssubsets oftuples
from the catalogues TABLES
and COLUMNS,
whereas, in thesingle-poo~ SV~and SV~+l aresubsets
oftuples from the catalogues POOLSand POOL.COLUMNS.
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3.2.2. ExtensionalManagement: Single-PoolSolution (Synchronousand Asynchronous)
As far as synchronousor asynchronousmanagement of the single-poolis concerned, the distinction between them only appears in data manipulation, when individual schema versionsare applied
as different views of the stored data. Since the data corresponding to different schema versions
are stored together in the single-pool(accordingto a common format), no additional operation is
required for synchronous management with respect to asynchronous management in response to
schema changes (tuples whose timestamps were cut according to schema version validities would
merge again when stored in the same pool). Therefore, the algorithm for the single-pool in the
asynchronous and synchronous case is the same.
However, the single-pool management in valid-time schema versioning has an important difference from its analogue in transaction-time schema versioning. The main difference is that
(according to the shrinking of the completedschema) the structure of the single-pool may also
shrink, when appropriate, to minimize the overall amount of stored data. With transaction time,
no kind of logical deletion is physically destructive, thus, also schema “restrictions” (i.e. drop of
an attribute or of a time dimension, restriction of a domain) do not affect the completedschema,
which can only grow as a result. On the contrary, with valid time, schema restrictionscan effectively be destructive, if the restriction applies to aIl the resulting schema versions. For instance,
suppose that an attribute is dropped and the new schema version (without the attribute) overlaps
in validity all the old schema versions that contained the dropped attribute. Since there is no
resulting schema version addressing the dropped attribute after the schema change, there is no
point in maintaining the corresponding column in the single-pool, because no transaction could
ever access such data.
Therefore, if the schema change involvesthe addition or elimination of a temporal dimension,
the new temporal format of the single-poolis usually computed according to Table 1 but, if the
change involvesthe final elimination of a temporal dimensionfrom the compZetedschema, the new
temporal format of the single-poolmust be derived from Table 2.
Example 5.5 Coming back to Example 5 in Section 5, the effects of the transactions from TR1
to TR5 are described in the following. The effects of TR1 and TRz can still be described by the
single-poolstate:

‘P1

ADDRESS
NAME
CITY
Blanc ~BD St Michel 87 ~ Paris ~ {1/1/~4..oo}

The schema change Z’RS,which is a column drop and completelyoverlapsin validity (i.e. deletes)
the only previous schema version (SV1) with that column, affects the single-pool structure and
contents. As a matter of fact, column ADDRESS
can be discarded, since there is no reference to it
left in the catalogues. In other words, the ADDRESS
attribute no longer belongs to the completed
data in the future. Hence, the effects of TRs
schema and no query could ever reference ADDRESS
on the single pool are the following:

‘P2

NAME I CITY
Blanc I Paris ~ {1/1/;4..co}

1

The data change T& then haa the followingeffectson the data pool:

DPz

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

CITY
Paris
Bruxelles

{1/1/84.;2/31/85}
{1/1/86..00}

Transaction TRs modifiesthe singlepool, since it enlarges the completedschema, as follows:
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NAME
Blanc
Blanc

DP3

PHONE
CITY
Paris
Null
Bruxelles
Null
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{1/1/84. ~2/31/85}
{1/1/86..00}

The management algorithm can be formalized as follows. Let DPn be the current single-pool
before the schema change. The conversionof the single-poolcan be described as the creation of a
new single-pool DPn+l, in which extensional data from DPn are stored after conversion,followed
by the deletion of DPn. A brief description of the algorithm used for the conversionfollows. The
symbols SVJ and SVJ+l denote the old and the new completedschema, respectively.
Algorithm

5

●

Initialize

●

For each tuple r c DPn, consider the conversion from SV~ to SVJ+l

DPn+l accordingto SVJ+l

add new attributes padded with nulls
for enlarged domains: convert attribute values to the enlarged format
for dropped columns: eliminate the old attribute
for restricted
domains: convert the attribute values to the restricted
format
for added or dropped time dimensions: apply the conversion map MFn Fn+l

– for added columns:

–
–
–

– Store r in DPn+l
●

Delete DP~

●

Store the pointer

to DP~+l in catalogues

(SVJ+l)

3.2.3. Extensional Management: Multi-PooiSoiution

The multi-pool solution requires the creation of as many data pools as the number ofschema
versions. Each schema version references its own data pool.
After a schema change, anew data pool is started according tothe new schema version, and
populated with the data coming from the pool correspondingto the modified schema version and
updated according to the schema change. The data pools connected to completely overlapped
(deleted) schema versions arealso deleted. The data pools connectedto only partiallyoverlapped
schema versions are left untouched in the case of asynchronousmanagement, or have their timestamps restricted in the case ofsynchronous management.
Asynchronous Multi-Pool Solution

In this case, each data pool is formatted accordingto the correspondingschema version. Therefore, when a new data pool is started, the tuples are copiedfrom the initial aflected pool, according
to the change applied to the previous schema (add/drop of an attribute, change of the temporal
format of the table, etc.).
Example 5.6 Considering Example 5 of Section 5, the effects of the transactions from TR1 to
TR5 can be represented aa follows. As in the single-poolcase, TR1 creates an empty data pool
DP1 which is initially populated by the insertion of transaction TRz:
‘P1

CITY
ADDRESS
NAME
~BD
St
Michel87
~
Paris ~ {1/1/~4..oo}
Blanc

The schema change TR3 creates a new data pool DPz; sincethe new schemaversionSVZcompletely
overlaps the modified one SVi, which is deleted by the transaction, the data pool DP1 associated
to SV1 can also be eliminated (it could not be accessed any longer). The result is:
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‘P2

NAME I CITY I
Blanc I Paris I {1/1/~4..001

Transaction TR4 affects pool DPz aa follows:
DP2

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

CITY
Paris
{1/1/84.;2/31/85}
Bruxelles
{1/1/86..00}

Transaction TRs creates a new data pool (DPs):
DPz

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

CITY
Paris
{1/1/84. ~2/31/85}
Bruxelles
{1/1/86 ..co}

DP3

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

PHONE
CITY
Paris
Null
Bruxelles
Null

T
{1/1/84..12/31/85}

{1/1/86..m}

A formal description of the algorithm for the support of the valid-timeasynchronousmulti-pool
follows.
Let ~Pk be the data pool associated with the modified schema version SV,. The schema
versioning requires the creation of a new data pool, DPn+l, to be associated with the new schema
version SVn+l. Extensional data are copied from DPk to D1’ti+l Unlike the single-poolsolution,
also the old pool DP~ is retained after the schema change, unless svkhas been deleted.
The pool management algorithm can briefly be described aa follows.
Algorithm 6
. InitializeDP~+~ according to SV~+l
●

For each tuple T E DPk, considerthe conversionfrom Svk to SV~+l
– for added columns: add new attributespaddedwith nulls
– for enlargeddomains: convertattributevaluesto the enlargedformat
– for droppedcolumns: eliminatethe old attributes
– for restricteddomains: convertthe attributevaluesto the restricted
format
– for changedtime dimensions: applythe conversionmap MFhF.+l
—

Store r in DPn+l

●

Store the pointer

●

For each

to DP~+l in catalogues

(SVn+l)

completely overlapped data pool DPi (associatedto the completely
overlappedschemaversionSvi, such that 7V(SVi)S 7V(SC)), delete DPi

SynchronousMulti-PoolSolution

.

The only differencewith respect to the previous case concerns the management of data pools
connected to schema versions which are partially overlapped by the schema change, if their data
contain valid time. In that case, the valid timestamp of their data must be restricted to be included
in the corresponding schema version validity.
Sincewe assumed that table EMPLOYEE
managed by transactions from TR1 to TR5 in Section 5is
a transaction-time table, our exampleis not applicableto the casedescribed hereto showdifferences
with respect to the previous case. However,the behaviour of a synchronousmanagement has been
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illustrated through transaction-time versioningand no substantial differenceswould be shown by
a new example concerning valid time.
Let DPk be the data pool associated with the current schema verion Svj. The schema versioning requires the creation of a new data pool, DPn+l, to be associated with the new schema
version SVn+l. Extensional data are copied from DPk to DPn+l, formatted according to the new
schema version SV~+l.
As in the previous case, DPk must be retained after the schema change, unless completely
overlapped by the change validity. However, since the management is synchronous, if data in
the old and/or in the new data pool contain valid time, their timestamps must accordingly be
restricted.
The pool management algorithm can briefly described as follows.
Algorithm

7

●

InitializeDP~+l according to SV~+l

●

For each tuple r E DPk, considerthe conversionfrom Svk to SV~+l
– for added columns: add new attributespaddedwith nulls
– for enlargeddomains: convertattributevaluesto the enlargedformat
– for droppedcolumns: eliminatethe old attributes
– for restricteddomains: convertthe attributevaluesto the restricted
format
– for changedtime dimensions: applythe conversionmap MFh Fm+l
–

Store r in DPn+l

●

For each completely overlapped data pool DP~ (associatedto the completely
overlappedschemaversionSVi, such that TV(SVi)C7V(SC)), delete DPi

●

For each

affected
data pool DPi (associated
to the affectedschemaversion
Svi, such that ~V(Sv~)fl~V(SC)#
0), then for each tuple r6DPi

— if Fi=v~
set 7V(r):=7V(r)\7V(Sc)
(if ~v(r)=o then deleter from the data pool)
— if Fi=b:
Set ~b(r) :=fi(~)\~t
‘T.(se)
(if %(r)=@ then deleter from the data POO1)
●

For

each tuple r c DF’n+l

— if Fn+l =v:
set ‘TV(r):= ’Z(r) n_T.(SC)
(if Z(r)=@ then deleter from the data pool)
— if Fn+l =b:
set %(r) := %(r) nUtx Tv(SC)
(if %(r)=@ then deleter from the data pool)
●

Store the pointerto DPn+l in catalogues

(SV~+l)

3.3.BiternporalSchema Versioning
Bitemporal schema versioning allowsthe maintenance along transaction time ofall the validtime schema versionscreated by successiveschema changes. It allowsretro- and pro-activeschema
changes and keeps track of them in the database. With bitemporal versioning, a schema change
concerns current schema versionsoverlappingthe schema change validity Tv(SC). Catalogues are
defined and manipulated as bitemporal relations.
The syntax ofthe DDLis thesame seen in valid-timeschemaversioning,with CREATEandALTER
statements augmented with the VALIDclause to specifythe schema change validity (obviouslythe
is still understood for every schema change
transaction-time pertinence [NOW- UNTIL.CHANGED]
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d,

and cannot be managed by the user in any case). Therefore, exactly the same transactions can be
effectedin a valid-timeor a bitemporal database. Moreover,their effectsare exactly the same in the
valid-time database and in the current historical state of the bitemporal database. However, the
bitemporal database also maintains past historical states which enable the rollback functionality
for auditing purposes both on intensional and extensional data. Moreover,as in valid-time schema
versioning, the SET SCHEMA
statement can be used to select schema versions to be modifed in
schema changes by means of their validity. As in transaction-time, modified schema versions me
always current with respect to transaction time (a default value of transaction time possibly set
by the SET SCHEMA
is still ignored).
In the following,we present the solution proposed for bitemporal schema versioning. In Section
3.3.1 we describe the management of intensionaldata. In Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3 we present
the single- and the multi-pool solutions for the mzmagementof extensional data.
3.3.1. Inten8ionaiManagement

In bitemporal schema versioning,a schema change creates a new schema version by applying
the desired changes to the schema version which is current and satisfy the validity condition
expressed via the SET SCHEMA
statement. The modified schema version is archived during the
schema change management and is substituted by a new current version with the validity of the
schema change. Notice that previousschema versionscompletelyoverlappedby the change validity
are just archived, rather than being deleted as happens in valid-time schema versioning.
Example 5.7 Considering the three transactions in Example 5, they can be expressed as shown
in the previous section concerning valid-time schema versioning. The effect of TR1 this time can
be represented as follows:
w
83
............................8P
......................................+
0‘“””””””””””””””””””1
Valid Time
:
.
:.
:.
:

83i
.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
.
:
:.
:
:
:
:.
:
:
:
:
:.
:
:
:
:
:
:
:.
:

~T
Thnsaction Time

Svl

_.---_-------
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SV1 [1/1/83 - co]tx[l/1/83 - 12/31/85]v

EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS
,CITY)

The resulting schema version SV1 is current, was created in the database on 1/1/1983, and is valid
from the beginning of 1983to the end of 1985. TR3 leads to the followingstate:

8/3

co
Valid Time

0°..................8?...................................................................
.
:
:
:
.
.
:
:
.
:

Svl

8S
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
.

SV2

:
:
.
:
:
:
.

--------------

OQT

Transaction Time

SV1 [1/1/83 - 12/31/84]tx[l/l/83

- 12/31/85]v
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS
,CITY)

SVS[1/1/85- oo]tx[l/1/83 - 12/31/85]v
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)

Notice how also SV1, archived on 1985/1/1, is maintained in this case in the catalogues, and can
later be used to roll back the schema of table EMPLOYEE.
However, it is replaced in the current
historical state by the new schema version SVS,with the same validity. Eventually, the final state
produced by TR5 is:
IS

22/S-B
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~o....................8?.............................8/3
...................8/3
................. +m
Valid Time

:
:

Svl

:
:
:
:
:
:

SV2

87-i-

I

I
I

:
:
.
:
:
:

~T

--—------

----------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Time
Transaction
SVI [1/1/83 - 12/31/84]tx[l/l/83

- 12/31/85]v
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS,
CITY)

SVZ[1/1/85- ccJx[l/1/83 - 12/31/85]0
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY)
SV3 [1/1/87- co]tx[l/1/88 - co]v

EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY,PHONE)
No schemaversion
isarchived
inthis
case,
because
thevalidity
assigned
tothenew schemaversion
doesnotoverlap
thevalidity
ofanyprevious
schemaversion,
including
themodified
one(SV2). ❑

The management of bitemporal schema versions at intensional level combines the features of
transaction-time and valid-timeschemaversioning. It can be formalizedin the followingalgorithm:
Algorithm 8
●

Let Svk be the schema version to be modified.

It i.s determined as the schema version i.n use for the relation
modified along valid time and current along transaction time
(empty if the schema change is a CREATE
TABLE)
●

to be

Let TV(SC) be the validity of the schema change.
If there is no explicit VALIDclause in the schema change, then it equals
the validity of the schema version to be modified, computed as
Z(SC)=n,eSwfi(r),
uherefi(r) ={t~l(now,t~) ~%(~)}
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Let SVn+l be the new schema version to be inserted.
SVn+l is obtained from svk and from the schema change statement,

by applying the required modifications
(empty if the schema change is a DROPTABLE)
●

Creation of the New Schema Version
for each tuple r-6 SV.+1 set ~b(~) :={now..co}t
X7V(SC) and insertr in the
catalogues

●

AffectedSchema Versions
for each schema version SV~ concerning the modified relation
%(SVi)rl{now..oo}t x’Tt_t(SC)#O, then for each tuple rcSV~

such that

– update r in the cataloguesby setting%(r) :=%(r)\{now..oo}t
X7V(SC’)
IfSingle-Pool:
●

Do the same as for transaction-timeschema versioning

3.3.2. ExtensionalManagement

As far as extensional management is concerned, bitemporal schema versioning can eitherbe
synchronous or asynchronous. Obviously,the distinction only appliesto valid time, since synchronous management is always mandatory along transaction time. Therefore, in asynchronous
bitemporal schema versioningwe have synchronousmanagement along transaction time and asynchronous management along valid time, whereas in synchronous bitemporal versioning we have
synchronous management along both time dimensions.
With the single-poolsolution, when a schema change is applied the whole data pool is always
converted to the completed schema format, which can only grow. Actually, unlike valid-time
schema versioning,previousschemaversionscan never disappear. Even schemaversionscompletely
overlapped by new ones are not physicallydeleted but only archived along transaction time. With
the multi-pool solution there are in fact no substantial differenceswith respect to the previous
cases.
Asynchronous and Synchronous Single-PoolSolution

Since it is a single-poolsolution, there is no differencebetween asynchronousand synchronous
management. Moreover, the pool management algorithm is exactly the same as the one for the
single-poolsolution of transaction-time schemaversioning.It differsfrom the single-poolsolution of
valid-time schema versioningsince the completedschema never shrinks. Previous schema versions
completely overlapped by new ones in valid time (like SV1 in the example) can always be accessed
by means of rollbacks on transaction time.
Considering the transactions in Section 5, their effectson the singlepool are exactly the same
as for transaction-time schema versioningdescribed by Example 5.2 in Section 3.1.2.
Asynchronous Multi-poolSolution

As in the other multi-pool solutions, each data pool is exactly formatted according to the
corresponding schema version.
Example 5.8 Considering Example 5 in Section 5, the effects of the transactions from TR1 to
TR5 c& be represented ~ follows. After TR1 creates an empty data pool DP1, the insertion in
transaction TRz gives:
‘P1

ADDRESS
CITY
NAME
Blanc ~BD St Michel 87 ~ Paris ~ {1/1/~4..co}
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The schema change TRs creates
anew datapoolDP2: unlike
thevalid-time
schemaversioning
case,
evenifthenew schemaversion
SVZcompletelyoverlapsthe modifiedone SV1, the schema version
SV1 and the corresponding data pool DP1 are not eliminated but only archived (they could be
accessedby means of a rollback). However,since
themanagementissynchronous
alongtransaction
time,thetemporal
pertinence
oftheir
(transaction-time)
dataisrestricted
tobe contained
inthe
transaction-time
pertinence
ofthecorresponding
schemaversions.
The result
isasfollows:
DP1

NAME I ADDRESS
] CITY I
Blanc I BD St Michel87 I Paris ] {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}

DP2

NAME I CITY ]
Blanc I Paris I {1/1/~5..oo}

The data modification TR4 only tiects pool DPz with the followingresults:
NAME I ADDRESS
I CITY I
Blanc I BD St Michel 87 I Paris I {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}

‘P1

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

DP2

CITY
Paris
Bruxelles

{1/1/85 .;2/31/85}
{1/1/86..00}

Transaction
TR5 creates
a new datapoolDP3 associated
tothenew schemaversion
SV3.Notice
that,sincetheaffected
and thenew schemaversions
(i.e.
SV2 and SV3) arebothcurrent,
we
eventually
havecurrent
datainbothpoolsDP2 and DP3. Inparticular,
no timestamprestriction
isrequired
fordatainDP2.
DP1

NAME I ADDRESS
I CITY I
Blanc I BD St Michel 87 I Paris I {1/1/84. ~2/31/84}

DP2

NAME
Blanc
Blanc

CITY
Paris
{1/1/85. ~2/31/85}
Bruxelles
{1/1/86.. co}

NAME I CITY I PHONE
Blanc I Bruxelles I Null ~ {1/1/37..m}

‘P3

The pool management algorithm can briefly be described as follows.
Algorithm 9
. InitializeDPn+l accordingto SVm+l
. For each tuple r C DPk, considerthe conversionfrom Svk to SVn+l
– for added columns: add new attributespaddedwith nulls
– for enlargeddomains: convertattributevaluesto the enlargedformat
– for droppedcolumns: eliminatethe old attributes
– for restricteddomains: convertthe attributevaluesto the restricted
format

– for changed time dimensions:
store r in DPn+l

apply the conversion map MF.

Fn+,

—
●

For each affecteddata pool DPi (associatedto the affectedschemaversion
SV~, such that %(SV~) rl {now..oo}tx T.(SC) # 0), then for each tuple r E DPi
if Fi = t:

set Z(r):=Z(r)\ {now,
m}t
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Set 7b(T):= Tb(r) \ {nOW,OO}tx UV
r c DPn+l

— if Fn+l = t: set Z(r) := Z(r) n {now,oo}~
(if z(r)= o then deleter from the data pool)
— if Fn+l = b: set ~b(r) := ~b(~)n {nOW,~}t x U.

(if ~(r) = @then delete r from the data pool)
. Store the pointer

to DP~+l in catalogues

(SVn+l)

SynchronousMulti-Pool Solution

Thnsactions of our example in Section 5 (Example 2.1) are not applicable to this solution to
highlight differenceswith the previous case, since the EMPLOYEE
table is not versioned along valid
time. Therefore, the results of the example do not differ from those illustrated in the previous
subsection (remember the synchronousmanagement along transaction time).
Let DPk be the data pool associated with the current schema version Svk. The schema versioning requires the creation of a new data pool, DP*+l, to be associated with the new schema
version SVn+l. Extensional data are copied from DPk to DP~+l
As in the previous case, DPk must still be retained after the schema change. However, since
the management is synchronous,if data in the old and/or in the new data pool contain valid time,
their timestamps must accordingly be restricted.
The pool management algorithm can briefly be described as follows.
Algorithm 10
DPn+l accordingto SVn+l

●

Initialize

●

For each tuple r E DPk, considerthe conversionfrom Svk to SV~+l
for added columns: add new attributespaddedwith nulls
for enlargeddomains: convertattributevaluesto the enlargedformat
for droppedcolumns: eliminatethe old attributes
for restricteddomains: convertthe attributevaluesto the restricted
format
– for changed time dimensions:
apply the conversion map MF~Fn+l
– Store r in DPm+l

–
–
–
–

●

For each affecteddata pool DP~ (associated to the affected schema version
SV~, such that %(SV~) n {now..oo}tx TV(SC)# 0), then for each tuple r c DPi
— if Fi = t:

set

T(r)

:= T(r) \ {now..oo}t

(if Z(r) = @then deleter from the data pool)
— if Fi =v:
set Z(r) := Z(r)\ Z(SC)
(if z(r) = @ then deleter from the data pool)
- if Fi = b: set %(r) := %(r) \ {now,Oo}tx TV(SC)

(if %(r) = @then delete r from the data pool)
●

For each tuple r c DP~+l
— if Fn+l = t:

(if
— if
(if
— if
(if
●

set ~(r) := Z(r) n {now,co}t
Z(r) = @then delete r from the data pool)

Fn+l = v:

set T.(r):=~V(r)
n~v(sc)

z(r) = 0 then delete r from the data pool)
F.+l=b:
set%(r) :=%(r) n{now, oo}tx~(sc)
%(r) = 0 then delete r from the data pool)

Store the pointer

to DP~+l in catalogues

(SV~+l)
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4. QUERY LANGUAGE DESIGN
In this section we show which extensions to the query language are required in a system supporting one of the proposed schema versioning solutions. The extensions are still based on the
temporal query language TSQL2, and are also useful for a better understanding of the different
solutions.
4.1. TSQL2 Extensions

We have seen from the Introduction that the TSQL2 language is provided with a special SET
SCHEMA
statement in order to support schema version selection [15]. We also introduced, quite
informallyin our examples, the use of a SET SCHEMA
statement for schemaversionselectionin validtime and bitemporal schema versioning. However,we have not yet discussedin detail the extensions
to the query language required to consistentlysupport schema selectionin all the proposed schema
versioning solutions.
The first extension we propose concerns the SET SCHEMA
statement, whose complete form (in
bitemporal schema versioning)is:
SET SCHEMAVALID< datetime
value
expression
>
AND TRANSACTION
< datetime
value
expression
>

It allowsto set default valuesfor valid and transaction time to be used for schemaversion selection.
As in TSQL2, it is an instruction that alters the state of the database, in the sense that the
temporal values set as defaults are used by every subsequent TSQL2 statement, until a new SET
SCHEMA
is executed or an end-of-transaction command is issued. Embracing the TSQL2 philosophy,
the adoption of a stand-alone statement for schema selection avoids overloading the syntax of
retrieval/modification statements with an additional schema selection clause. Notice that this
solution tends to maximize the reuse of old applications: a SET SCHEMA
statement can be used
to select the schema versions according to which the application was coded before launching the
application as it is. Without the SET SCHEMA,
an additional clause for schema selection would be
required in our approach also in ALTER
statements for schemachangesin valid-timeand bitemporal
schema versioning (where a VALIDclause to specify the schema change validity has already been
added).
In a straightforward syntactic variant, only one of the VALIDand TRANSACTION
parts of the
SET SCHEMA
statement can be specifiedand in that case only the corresponding default temporal
value is changed. It should be remembered that default values set by the SET SCHEMA
statement
only concern intentional data selectionand have no influenceon extensionaldata selection (extant
data may also be snapshot tables, as in the presumably common case of a non-temporal database
supporting schema versioning).
Notice that, although the valid-time default is used to select the schema version for the execution of any TSQL2 instruction (schema changes, retrievals, updates), the transaction-time default
is used only for retrievals (SELECTstatements): owing to the definition of transaction time, current schema versions can only be modified and extensional data can only be inserted, deleted or
updated through current schema versions. Therefore, for the execution of intensional/extensional
changesthe default transaction-time valueset by the SET SCHEMA
is simplyignored, and the current
transaction time “now” is used instead for schema selection.
Actually, the two specifiers VALIDand TRANSACTION
in the SET SCHEMA
are strictly needed
only in biternporal schema versioning. As there is no danger of ambiguity when a single temporal
dimension is used for schema versioning, the basic TSQL2 SET SCHEMA
without specifiers could
be used in monotemporal schema versioning. A better alternative could also leave as optional the
VALIDand TRANSACTION
specifiersin valid- and transaction-time schema versioning,respectively.
When a SET SCHEMA
setting one time constant without specifiersis found with bitemporal schema
versioning, we can assume that a VALIDmodifier is understood. The examples in Section 3 agree
with these conventions,as a VALIDmodifieris understood.
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When extensional data are also temporal, standard TSQL2 temporal selection conditions can
be used in SELECTstatements. For instance, if EMPLOYEE
is a valid-time table with valid-time
schema versioning (and asynchronous management), the query:
SET SCHEMA
VALIDDATE‘1992-01-01‘ ;
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE
WHERE
VALID(EMPLOYEE)
OVERLAPS
DATE‘ 1990-01-01‘

retrieves employee data wdid at the beginning of 1990 through the schema version valid at the
beginning of 1992.
However, if synchronous management is adopted, the two temporal selection conditions on
intensional Wd extensional data would conflict. In order to maintain maximal compatibility with
standard TSQL2, we propose that, in the case of conflicts,the temporal selection conditions in the
WHERE
clause prevail on the defaults, and their effect on the schema selection mechanism is local
to the query execution. Therefore, in the query above, the date 1/1/90 will be used to select both
data and schema versions, if synchronousmanagement is adopted.
Consider also the most complexexampleof a query on bitemporal data with bitemporal schema
versioning:
SET SCHEMA
VALIDDATE‘1992-01-01‘
ANDTRANSACTION
DATE‘ 1993-01-01‘ ;
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE
WHERE
VALID(EMPLOYEE)
OVERLAPS
DATE ‘1990-01-01’
ANDTRANSACTION(EMPLOYEE)
OVERLAPS
DATE‘ 1991-01-01‘

With asynchronous management (along valid time), the time constant 1/1/1991 is used to select
by transaction time both the schema and the data, the time constant 1/1/1992 is used to select
by valid time the schema, and 1/1/1990 is used to select by valid time the data.
With synchronous management (along both time dimensions), the time constant 1/1/1991 is
used to select by transaction time both the schema and the data, whilethe time constant 1/1/1991
is used to select by valid time both the schema and the data, locally overriding the default validtime value 1/1/1992 set for schema selection.
Since the management on transaction-time is in any case synchronous, the transaction-time
default 1/1/93 is never used for schema version selection. It will howeverbe used in the following
example:
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE
WHERE
VALID(EMPLOYEE)
OVERLAPS
DATEC1990-01-01‘

since no explicit selection condition on data transaction-time is present in the WHERE
clause.
4.2. Schema Selection and Query Processing

Once a schema version has been selected, via implicit or explicit conditions, it must be used to
access the underlying extant data and accordinglyretrieve the required ones. The retrieval phase
may require some filtering, depending on the type of schema versioningadopted.
In the case of multi-pool solution, a distinct data pool corresponds to each schema version.
Therefore, the selectionof a schemaversionautomatically impliesthe selectionof the corresponding
data pool, from which extant data can be directly retrieved in the format they are stored.
In the case of single-pool, all the data are stored in the same “enlarged” format and thus, a
filtering is required (which might include the conversionof temporal format) in order to adapt data
to the specific schema version used for the access.
Furthermore, if synchronous versioningis adopted for the single-pool,the filtering phase must
also restrict the time pertinence of retrieved data, along the same temporal dimension(s) used
for synchronous versioning, to be completely contained within the temporal pertinence of the
corresponding schema version.
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For example, if schemata and data are both versionedalong valid time with synchronousmanagement, once a schema version has been selected, the whole single-pool must be scanned to
retrieve the corresponding data. If 7V(SV) is the wdidity of the selected schema version and TV(r)
is the validity of the generic tuple r fetched from the single-pool,the followingvalid-time value is
constructed:
Z(W) n Z(T)
If the result is not empty, then it is used as the new timestamp of the tuple r which is put in the
query result, otherwise r is discaxded.
Therefore, notice that although there are no differences between the synchronous and the
asynchronous management of the single-pool in response to schema changes illustrated in the
previous Section; significantdifferencesemerge in response to queries and data modifications.
Consider now data modification statements. With transaction-time schema versioning, the
current schema version is always used for data insertion, deletion or update. If also data are
versioned along transaction time, only their current portion is affectedand the management results
automatically synchronous. In the case of multi-pool,data are modifiedin the last created (current)
pool only.
It should also be noticed that in the presence of synchronous management, data are always
accessed through the schema version by means of which they were inserted or last modified.
Example 6 Let us assume, for a comprehensiveexample, we are dealing with a database with
valid-time schema versioningin the followinginitial intensional state:

SVX[1/1/90 - 12/31/92]
I EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
ADDRESS,
CITYIT)
Svy [1/1/93 - 00]
EMPLOYEE
(NAME,
CITY,PHONE
IT)

We further assume that EMPLOYEE
is a valid-timetable initially empty, and the followingcommand
has been executed:
SET SCHEMA DATE‘ 1992-01-01‘

to select the default schema version SVX. Hence, the TSQL2 statement:
INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE(NAME,CITY)
VALUES(‘ Schwarz’ , ‘Munich’)
VALIDPERIOD‘ [1991-01-01 - forever] ‘

concerns the insertion in the table EMPLOYEEofa new tuplevalid
from1991on.
Ifa single-pool
solution
isadopted,
theeffect
oftheinsertion,
thatisthesameinthesynchronous
and theasynchronous
case,
is:
~p

NAME I ADDRESS I CITY I PHONE
Null
1 Munich I Null ~ {1/1/:1..m}
Schwarz ]

Unspecified attribute values have been stored as nulls, as in traditional SQL. However, with
asynchronous management, the default schema version SVX has been used for data insertion.
Therefore, a defined value could have been specifiedfor attribute ADDRESSbutnotforattribute
PHONEwithout
running
intoan error
condition,
asSVX doesnotcontain
theattribute
PHONE.With
synchronous
management,Schwarz’s
datavalid
from 1/1/1991
to 12/31/1991
wouldhavebeen
inserted
throughSVX and thosevalid
from1/1/1992
on wouldhavebeeninserted
throughSVy.
The final
result
doesnotchange,
butneither
ADDRESSnorPHONEvalues
couldhavebeenspecified
withouterror
inthiscase.
Noticethat,
intheasynchronous
case,
thesameinformation
couldhavebeeninserted
alsoas:
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INSERTINTOEMPLOYEE
VALUES(’Schwarz’ ,Null, ‘Munich’)
VALIDPSRIOD‘ [1991-1-1 - forever]

sinceit is correctly based on schemaversionSVX.No similarrewriting is allowedin the synchronous
case.
After the insertion, Schwarz’s data can be retrieved using the schema version by means of
which they were inserted but also by means of SVY,due to the semantics of the single-pool. With
asynchronous management, the query:
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE

using SVXproduces the result:
NAME IADDRESSI CITY
T
Null
IMunich
I
{1/1/91
..co}
SchwarzI

and the query:
SET SCHEMA DATE ‘1-1-1996’
;
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE

using SVy produces the result:
NAME
CITY IPHONE I
SchwarzIMunich I Null I {1/1/;l..oo}

With synchronous management, the first query produces the result:
NAME [ ADDRESS
I CITY
Schwarz I Null ] Munich ] {1/1/91 .~2/31/91} and the latter the result:
NAME I CITY I PHONE

Schwarz I Munich I Null ~ {1/1/i2..m}
With a multi-pool solution, the effects of the insertion are the following(with asynchronous management the default schema version SVXis used):
~pz

DPy

T
NAME 1 ADDRESS) CITY I
NuIJ I Munich ] {1/1/91..00}
SchwarzI
NAME I CITY I PHONE I T
(empty)

in the asynchronous case, while the result is:
Dpz

Dpp

T
NAME ADDRESSI CITY
I Munich I {1/1/91..12/31/91} Null
Schwarz

NAME
CITY I PHONE
Schwmz Munich I Null ~ {1/1/:2..m}

in the synchronous case.
Also this time, only the attribute ADDRESS
(or PHONE
with default selected schema version SVy)
could have been specified in the insertion with asynchronousmanagement, and none of ADDRESS
❑
and PHONE
could have been with synchronousmanagement.
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4.3. MultischemaQueries
Inthediscussion
and examples
above,
we made an implicit
assumption
on theschemaversion
selection
mechanism.Forthesakeofsimplicity,
we alwaysassumedthata single
schemaversion
isselected
by a SET SCHEMAstatement
and thatexactly
oneschemaversion
qualifies
fortemporal
selection
conditions
intheWHEREclause.
Forinstance,
intransaction-time
schemaversioning,
thereareno problems
withmodification
and creation
statements
whichalwaysoperate
throughthecurrent
schemaversion.
Anyway,the
answertoa querylike
thefollowing
oneisnotobvious.
SELECT* FROMEMPLOYEE
OVERLAPS
PERIOD‘ [1990-01-01
WHERETRANSACTION(EMPLOYEE)

- 1991-12-31] ‘

As a matteroffact,
ifexactly
oneschemaversion
isdefined
inthetransaction-time
interval
19901991,itcanbe usedfordataretrieval
without
difficulties,
butifmorethanoneschemaversion
is
defined
inthatinterval,
thequerycannotbe answered
ina simple
way and we havetodefine
its
precise
semantics.
Ingeneral,
when several
schemaversions
qualify
forthetemporal
selection
conditions
expressed
ina query,
we basically
havethefollowing
alternatives:
●

Query Rejection. The querycannotbe answered
ina simple
way,thusan error
exception
israised
and thetransaction
aborts;

b

Multischema Answer. The result
ofthequeryisfragmented
inasmany partial
results
as
thenumberofschemaversions
selected.
Eachanswerfragment
istimestamped
andformatted
according
tothecorresponding
schemaversion;

●

Schema Reduction. The queryisforced
to becomea simpleone throughtheuseofa
single
schemaversion
built
fromthoseactually
selected.
Forexample,
aaalready
proposed
in [13,15],the constructed schema can be derived
as theunionor intersection
ofallthe
qualifying
schemaversions.

The first
solution
isthesimplest
toimplement,
yetthemostrestrictive.
Syntactic
andsemantic
constraints
mustbeenforced
on legal
queries.
As inTSQL2 theSET SCHEMAstatement
onlypermits
a datetime
expression
(i.e.
a timepoint),
otherrestrictions
shouldbe imposedon theformulation
A further
restriction
wouldinvolve
thedatetime
oftemporalconditions
intheWHEREclauset.
expressions,
whichshouldbe simpleconstants
orexpressions
involving
onlyconstants,
since
the
valueofmore general
expressions
coulddependon thequeryansweroron intermediate
results
of
queryevaluation.
Inany case,
iftheselection
ofmultiple
schemaversions
isdetected
atrun-time
by thequeryprocessor,
an error
condition
isgenerated.
Notice
thatsyntactic
restrictions
may not
“1990-01-01”
isa datetime
constant
be ingeneral
sufficient
toensure
correct
queries:
forexample,
whichcan be usedforschemaselection,
butifthetimegranularity
isfiner
thana day,multiple
schematamay havebeendefined
forthesame date(e.g.
ifa schemachangecanbe recorded
as
occurred
atnoon).On theotherhand,ifan interval
isusedforschemaselection
and exactly
one
schemaversion
isdefined
on thatinterval,
thereisno reason
toreject
thequery.
Therefore,
some
tradeoff
betweensyntactic
and semantic
restrictions
shouldbe adopted.
The secondsolution
isapparently
veryflexible.
The results
ofa nndtischemaquerycouldbe
presented,
forinstance,
M follows:
--- Schema {1/1/90..12/31/92}
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

Brown King’sRoad 15 London
Rome
Rossi ViaVeneto7
tForexample,
accepted
selection
conditions
should
onlyconsist
of temporal
predicates
in theform
OVERLAPS/CONTAINS
a datetime
expression,
AND-cd
withtherest
oftheUSERE
clause
predicates.
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--- Schema {1/1/93..12/31/95}

m

--- Schema {1/1/96
..cm}
NAME ADDRESS PHONE

Brown
Brown
Rossi

London 226644 {1/1/90T6/15/94}
{6/16/94..oo}
Dublin 132457
773355
{5/lo/95
..co}
Rome

Although this kind of result is definitely acceptable for a human user, interactively working with
a video terminal or reading a printout, it could be hardly used by a compiled application. Multischema applications should be expressly developed to deal with this kind of query answer and
legacy applications could not be run against the returned data. Moreover,for the implementation
of multischema applications, extensions of the mechanismsof data exchangebetween the database
management system and applications are also needed (e.g. “multischemacursors” and related operations). The solution is thus attractive for the developmentof novelapplications, able to exploit
the full potentialities of a system supporting schema versioning(e.g. for automatic auditing).
The third solution represents a sort of tradeoff between the first two approaches. However, a
loss of information with respect to the actuaJ contents of the database is implied in the adoption of
the completed/constructed schema and in its use to accessextensionaldata. Applicationsadopting
this solution may suffer from this semantic shortcoming (e.g. auditing procedures could not rely
on retrieved data, which do not necessarilygive an accurate picture of the database evolution).
Moreover, maximal system flexibility can be provided by the concurrent availability of the
second and third solutions. For instance, the query answering process can usually be based on
multischema answers, unless explicitly forced to use the completed schema by a special query
syntax (e.g. by means of the TSQL2 “doubleasterisk” described in the Introduction).
Last but not least, if a query involvesmultiple schemata, but only columns common to all of
them are required in query evaluation and final projection, the query should normally be answered
by the system and its results used without special care. As a matter of fact, a completedschema
based on single schemata intersection can be safely used in this particular case without loss of
information.
5. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have provided a study of valid-time, transaction-time and bitemporal schema
versioning in a multitemporal environment. Moreover,two distinct solutions (single- and multipool) have been proposed for the management of extensional data in all the temporal types of
schema versioning. A further distinction has been made between the synchronousor asynchronous
management of intensional and extensionaldata. Our goalwas to introduce at a logicallevela wide
spectrum of soluticmsand design options for the management of schema versioningand illustrate
the potentialities of their different features.
We now provide a brief discussionand comparisonof the solutions proposed. A complete comparison with other approaches is not possiblesince, as far as we know,valid time was not considered
in current literature on schema versioning,and synchronousversus asynchronous management of
the single- and the multi-pool was never discussed before. Previous proposals, like the TSQL2
schema versioning mechanism, based on transaction-time schema versioning with asynchronous
management (with data also versionedalong transaction-time) cannot be considered acceptable in
the light of our schema versioningclassification,unless the roll-back semantics of transaction time
is distorted (see Section 2.5).
The comparison of the solutions proposed in this paper is mainly based on semantic properties,
that is the independence of data versioningwith respect to schema versioningand the operations
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which can be effected. To a limited extent, also storage requirements are taken into account. A
more detailed discussion,involvingdesign of physicaldata structures and analysis of maintenance
and query processing costs was beyond the scope of the present paper and will be the subject of
future work.
The evolution of data is conceptuallyindependent of the evolutionof schemata. This is the reason, for example, for the freedom of choiceof different temporal dimensionsfor data and schema
versionings, which can be made according to specific design requirements. However, such independence may be supported to a different degree, depending on the schema versioning solution
adopted.
An effective independence is guaranteed if the temporal versioningof data and schemata are
made along different time dimensions (e.g. transaction-time schema versioning and valid-time
data versioning). If data and schemata are versioned along common temporal dimension(s), the
independence is still effectivefor zwynchronousmanagement of data with respect to schemata.
On the contrary, synchronous management permits a lower degree of independence, since it
forces the temporal pertinence of data to depend on the temporal pertinence of the corresponding
schema versions. For instance, transaction-time schema versioningand transaction-time data versioning are always synchronous, thus giving rise to a sort of temporal dependence between data
and schemata: current data only can evolvethrough current schemata only and data are always
accessed through the schema by means of which they were inserted.
In the most general case, the temporal format of schema versioning and of data versioning
may or may not have common dimensions (e.g. bitemporal schema versioningand valid-time data
versioninghave valid-timeM the commontime dimension). The synchronousor asynchronousmanagement determines, respectively, dependence or independence along the common dimension(s).
For example, with valid-time schema versioning and bitemporal data versioning, independence
holds or fails to do so along valid time on the basis of asynchronousor synchronousmanagement.
l?urthermore, when data versioningmanagement is independent of schemaversioning,the choice
of the single-pool solution guarantees the (independent) evolution of a single copy of data. The
choice of the multi-pool solution gives a further degree of freedom, since it allows several distinct
evolutions of data, each one relative to a specific schema version. The price to pay with the
multi-pool solution is a complication in the underlying data model, in particular when extant
data are temporal. Applications must not confuse data versioningat extensional level with data
metaversioning at intensional level.
On the other hand, when synchronous management is adopted, the choice of a single-pool
implementation further limits the independence,since the evolutionof data connected to different
schema versions is bound by concurrent updates of a single copy of stored data (see Section 2.4).
However,this last kind of dependence is unacceptable and a multi-pool solution must be adopted
if serializability of transactions using differentschema versionshas to be enforced,unless enhanced
specificconcurrency control policiesare adopted. Lockingprotocolsto preserve serializabilitywith
the single-poolsolution can easily be devised,also introducing differentdegreesof isolationbetween
operations relative to distinct schema versions. For instance, update transactions could only be
allowedto work with exclusivelockson data, whicheverschema versionsthey use; other traaactions
working on the same data also through different schema versionswould have to wait for the locks
to be released. A more restrictive policy could allow updates only through the schema version by
means of which the data were created. Another policy (equivalent to Roddick’s partizd schema
versioning)could allowupdates only through one designated schemaversion (e.g. the current one).
In general, application requirementsinfluencethe designchoicesfor a specificschema versioning
solution. The choiceof the temporal dimensionsto be used for data and schema versioningis dictated by the application requirements of historical recording, archivingand auditing at extensional
and intensional levels. When independence is the most important requirement, the choice should
be oriented to asynchronous management, if different temporal dimensions for data and schema
versioningcannot be adopted. If independenceis not an issueof concern,synchronousmanagement
can be adopted, so that storage space can also be saved. However,when storage space is critical,
the choice is not straightforward and must first considerthe single-poolversus the multi-pool.
A first quantitative analysis on the amount of storage space may lead to preferring the single-
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pool solution. Even if cost evaluation problems are not faced in this paper, it is quite evident
that the single-poolsolution in most cases minimizesthe amount of memory used. The multi-pool
solution implies the proliferation of the number of data-pools (ss many as the number of schema
versions) and therefore a large amount of duplicated data. The single-poolsolution requires an
enlargement of the data format and the possibleintroduction of a large quantity of null values but
avoids duplication to a great extent.
When the multi-pool solution is chosen, its asynchronousmanagement is more expensivethan
the synchronous one, since it requires an even higher degree of duplication. As a matter of fact,
with synchronous management, the duplication after a schema change is limited to those data
whose temporal pertinence extends across different pools and, thus, needs to be replicated in all
such pools with the timestamps accordinglysplit.
Other considerations on the choice of synchronous versus asynchronous management could
be made on the baais of the most frequent operations. For example, the multi-pool solution,
in the presence of transaction-time schema versioning and valid-time data versioning, privileges
operations which require the retrieval of complete vaJid-timehistories of data through a specific
transaction-time schema version, since a complete history can be retrieved by accessing exactly
one pool (which is also small) and does not require a final filtering phase.
The single-poolbehaves even worsewhen only small history portions of data are required, since
a complete scan of the pool is necessary to select data by time. As a matter of fact, in the multipool solution with synchronousmanagement, schema versionsaddressing the pools represent (at a
logical level) a sort of temporal indexing of data. The larger the number of schema versions that
have been defineti, the more selective the indexing mechanism. On the other hand, if complete
histories are required, all the pools must be accessed.
Notice also that the retrieval of complete histories in the multi-pool solution with synchronous
management implies a multischema query (with the difficultieshighlightedin Section 4.3), whereaa
complete data histories can aIways be stored and accessed through a single schema version with
any other schema versioningsolution.
In conclusion,the single-poolsolution avoidsdata duplication,even if it requires an enlargement
of the data format required for storage. The multi-pool requires the duplication of the current
portion of data in transaction-time schema versioning,and duplication of the whole pools afTected
by a schema change in the case of valid-time schema versioning(current affected pools in the case
of bitemporal versioning). However,the multi-pool solution allowsseveral independent evolutions
of data, each one relative to a specific schema version, whereas a single copy is maintained in
the single-pool. Furthermore, the single-poolforces data to be converted according to the desired
schema version at query processing time, if the desired format is not the one according to which
they are stored.
Future work will be devoted to a more complete comparisonof the proposed solutions in terms
of system performance, and taking into account distinct application requirements and workloads.
A prototype implementation of the different schema versioningsolutions is under development at
the University of Bologna and will serve aa a testbed for experimental evaluation.
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